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THE HOSTAGE CRISIS IN IRAN: 1979-80 

I. Summary 

Rarely -in its history has the United States confronted a 

challenge as difficult, frustrating. and emotionally charged as 

that of freeing the hostages captured in Iran on November 4, 1979. 

During the long year of their captivity our extraordinary efforts 
. . 

to free them were joined by virtually all civilized nations and 

by hundreds of individuals who worked ~ont inuously, ·.diligently, 

and courageously. 

Throughout the ordeal that is described in this paper, certain 

themes are dominant: 

From the start the United States had two overriding 

objectives_: .. 

- protection of the well-being of the hostages. 

and their safe release at the earliest 

possible moment. 

The United States pursu_~cl __ j:Q_es.e_ objectives _s~il.:i:_t_ing 
••·· r• •·•· ·• • • - ·•• ·• •·- • • • • 

. fro~_c_e_rtain basic ___J?r.in~i_P_les (~-.9.-, no ~-1:'.i_a~_s'.. _no 

apology_) and thre>_~~-h __ ~he 'exercise of flexible diplomacy 

against a background o:f steadily increasing inter-• ... - ..... -- -- - -- ··- .. . --- ... 

national economic pressure on and politic;;il isolation 

of Iran. This approach involved: 
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- development of an international consensus and 
....- --··· . ···- ·-·-----· .. 

specific measures that would isolate -Iran and 

bri_ng __ horn~. tci the_ i,r_a_n~an_ people and their leaders 

t?~ __hj_~_!l___<::_C?._~_!;__oJ .hQ19.!llg _.9_1,11::_,P~Qpl_e.. ~!)!lt~~e; 

- identific_ation of persons and groups who enjoyed 

influence with the Iranian leadership or could, .. . 

serve as a channel of communication to it in 

working out a peaceful solution;_ and 

- pursuit of all possible humanitarian channels 
. . .. - ---··- . -·-·. . -·---.:.__ 
to establish cqntact with the hostages, to ease 

their conditions of confinement, and to enable 

them to communicate with their families. 

From the outset, we faced the internal power struggle. -...... - ·--·· ·-··-····-----· ·······- ... -·- .. ··-·····•·• ··- •. ·····- ......... . 

in__Tehran, w_lli_ch___ p_re_v_en.te_d the ~mergence of respon-

sible leadership that could speak_ consistently and 
-. .. ·---- -·--· -·-· ········-··· ... -·· ---·-

authoritatively for Iran and communicate __ef!ectively 

with us about how the crisis might be. resplved . .. ....-·--·-· ·-·· ., ··-- -·. . .......... ···- - •• ••• . 
Changing demands and the prolonged· detention of the 

' .... -·· - ... --. . . . - ·- . .. ... .. ., .. . 

• hostages were determined mainly by the political.._ ·-· . ·- ...... .. . . -

balance in Tehran. Throughout the crisis·, we 

were advised that progress must await... specific- . . .................. - -·-· ... -·-· ............. • - ---····· ··-

stages in development of Iran's new political 

insti tut ions, first the December consti tut ion,. then 
·····- -- .. --····-·. -- . -· .. .......... . . . --··-···- ·- - . . . 

the election of ~- president in January,- finally the . .. .. . ... 

election and organization of the Parliament. 
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As the Iranian political pro_qe_ss __mpy_ed haltingly
. -··-··--···--·-·--------·-- ----··- .... ,........... ' • • . .......,,.' 

through its various stages of development, we shifted 

the emphasis of our approach between me.asures to in------··- ------····. --............. . ..... ,. 

crease Iran's isolation and -steps to open the way to 

an agreed resolution, Only after almost a year, 

·when a d~gree of political .coherence had been 
. - . --- - . 

' 
achieved in Tehran, 'could there be useful discussions 

about a possible agreement. These discussious 
.\... ... -~. • - ... -..... . .... . 

covered ·terms the United States had been willing to 

accept for the release of the_ hostages. 

Fo_r __the___!!l:C,s_t: part, the ~-~rff,IS __were developed J::c:om 

positions es.tablished during the_ Ji:z::5-t _three months 
- --- .... -· .. . ,..... --

·of the crisis. Most of the terms th.at formed the basis 

of the final proposals we made in November 1980-January 

1981 were essentially those. set forth in November. _and 
--·· -----------------··-·· • ------

December 1979 and elaborated in January_l980, when the 
----- ...._______ -------·,··-···· - - --- ----· -- -

first systematic effort to negotiate a scenario 

for release of the hostages began. Where the con

tent of a possible agreement changed, it was to 

deal with changing circumstances in the volatile 

and complex revolutionary environment in Iran. 

The crisis in U.S. relations with Iran disrupted 

extensive and complex financial, business, and commer

cial relationships between U.S. firms and individuals 

and their Iranian counterparts. This has resulted 

in significant losses and sacrifice on both sides. 
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The effort to free· the hostages ha_s involved .hungreds 

of thousands of hours by_9JJ;:j,ci~:J,.~ in_!;he U.S. Gov-..•.• --·····----·~-···-··•···· . . . ·- ··---- ---•,•·· ........ 

ernment, including the President and his most senior 
. --------···· .... -- ··'--··.···•·""•••--"·· --~---- ------··--- - -----. -----------

advisors. There has been an equally massive devotion 

of energy by _the families of the hostages,. p_rfY.ate 
····- ·- ..:-;. ,.,c. • -

American citizens, and dedicated officials and
·····•".._._, ___ , ····--· ~-- ·••·• , ... ··' .... 

ci_tizens of other nations. 

]il.arely has an event so gripped .the attention qf 

.the world in peacetime and rarely has the world 
----- . ... -· .. . . .. 

been so united in its outrage at a violation of 
- -------------·-------. ·······-•-·-···--··· -········- ... .,..... 

elementary principles of religion, international 
---- ··• ···-··--·- .. , ______ --------·-~- ----- ............ -. 

law, and commo_n .. decency. 

'II. Background.. 
I 

American foreign policy since world War II has consistentlf 

recognized the ·strategic, political, and economic importance of 

Iran. Each American Administration has sought to develop close 

relations with the Iranian Government and the- Iran-ian people to 

strengthen that country arid to protect vital American interests 

iri the Middle East. During the three decades after the war, the. 

United States assisted materially in developing Iran.' s economic 

and military strength through ai~ programs and commercial ties. 

Great numbers of young Iranians were educated in the United States 

to return home to participate in their, nation's development. 

The Iranian· revolution of. Febr_uary 1979 profoundly affecteq· 

U.S. relations with Iran. The closeness of our association with 
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the government of the Shah produced deep suspicion and hostility 

among the. revolutionary leadership. Iran's new leaders tended 

to attack. all past U.S. actions, disregarding the positive con-

. ' tributions we had made to Iranian develop~ent. They charged 
· ..... ; 

that the United States had. imposed on Ira.A: 'since 1953 a govern-
It· .

I • 
ment that was oppressive and cor_rupt, that'1.:a:onsistently violated 

li\1 • 
!:.: ! 

human rights, and that was insens.i tive to tlh!e ... traditional values 

.r·of Iran's Islamic society. 
; : :, ,•;j 

The O:nit.~_d. St~te_s __g_etermined shortly af,t~r: the success of -·· ····-··· •. ····· ' ·-·- ·' -,_ •.,_._ -- ----- ---

the revolution to attempt to e'stablish a new relationship based • 
----- -· ••.•••• ··- -· ····· ··- . --- ............. -----·-•·"'-·•- ···:··--,-·-----·~ ..-r-;-- ·····- ···- ----- ..... --- . 

on the changing realities in Iran. We recogni:i;e'd that the un-
------------·-···-·•··"·· .,.. ~-········· ··········-- ······-·····•..- ..................--•······ • . ,Ii: 

stable political and economic -conditions in Ira~ would make 

it difficult for the Provisional Government of P.rime Minister 
\' 

I 
Barzagan to deal effectively with the United States. But the 

• 11 ' 
1 

judgme~t was made that our substantial interests ;'\i.n I~~~--~·;;ranted 
-- ······--·-····•···-•·.. - .._________ , . ------- .... ·-··· . . . . 

ma._!nta_ining !'. .:P.:r::.~.s-~n_ce and attemP.t_ing to b~,ild a new relationship. 

Our Embassy J:SJ:..<!tf :i.~_Tehran·. was instr.uc.ted to proceed cauti<:>us-.. --- -·- ----• 

ly in seeking opportunities for_a,l:lett,er relationship. The official . ......_, ______ ,. ·-------- ··-· .... 

staff was small--cut from over 1400 civilian and military personnel. --·• ·······-··-·-··•-··· -··--·. - .. • - ~. -· • . ...... . 

before the revolution to about 70 men and women in November 1979. 

Thirteen of the staff were Marine Guards, and many of the remainder 

were occupied primarily in cleaning up the residue from our rela

tionship with the previous regime, straightening· out hundreds of 

disrupted contracts, seeking access to U.S. facilities occupied 
'--· .. --·---...._ ----·--·----- ---- -:()." :.._ . . ... ,,,. 

by revolutionary groups, disposing of property, and packing and 
-· ·-·----.. ----·····-· . \... •.. ·~.... "-· -..... .... .. 

shipping household goods. 
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Dealing with the complex military program, ·which had fallen 

from an annual level of payments of abo\lt $3 billion to zero;...... ... -- . - - . . . 

was a maj_o_~..i.~s-~_E!..Sm _our_agenda wi t:_l:i, __ t:Jl~__l'l_~w..J~~qei:s.hip. Iranian ... - - . - - ·-

orders for two Spruance ships, 160 F-16 and seven AWACS aircraft 
.. 

and other major equipment had been cancelled. 

We were aware that it would not be productive .to attempt_ to 

move faster in our overall relationship than the Iranians wished 

to move with us•. In the complex and fluid revolutionary environ

ment, we sought to be open to contacts with all Iranians. Our 

posture was one of readiness to respond to Iranian initiatives 

and openness to any signs of Iranian desire to resolve the many 

commercial, military, and political problems that complicated our 

relationship. As the Secret'ary of State told the Iranian Foreign_ 

Minister in New York in October 1979, the United States wanted a 

relationship with Iran.based on °mutual respect, equality and 

friendship_. 0 

Security at the American Embassy• was a problem throughou·t 

this period. The Embassy was attacked on February 14, 1979, 

after which the Iranian Deputy Prime Minister personally led 

a group of revolutionary guards to obtain the release of the 

captured. Embassy personnel. Those informal guards remained as 

the "protection° for the Embassy premises. Our Charge d'Affa'ires 

pressed to have the informal force replaced by uniformed Iranian 

( police more directly responsive to the cert.r.a,l government, and
·--··--···-·'· . ·-······•--·-···- ..... ------·----·----·-··• ····---- ·- --- '••· ••••••• ' • - ----

\ this transfer was achieved in late Augqst. Subsequently the ... -- ...... , ... ----·- ·---------· ·------ ---· -. ---- ---- ------
Embassy premises were patrolled by an ex·ternal force of about 
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15 uniformed pol_.i,,9.eme.n. Effective working~level contacts were· ·······...- - -----·- •. 

established with the area police-office and the area's cont~ngent 

of revolutionary guards. During the spring and summer extensive 
-----·- . _____.. .- . .. ••.• . 

physical improvements w~r~.. CCl111ple!=_ed .in t~e_ E:1nba.~~Y buildings 

'to enhance protection for our staff. Security conditions were 
---- --------- ····-·· 

. not ideal, but·'were· sufficiently improved by early September
I • . 

to permit the Embassy to resume near normal.consular operations. 

Many .Iranians,. including leaders of the government and of minor

ity groups, had been urging us to reopen our visa office on a. 

more normal basis. 

Throughout the eight months of the Provisional Government,. 

our. relations with Ira_n;an _au:horities were genei:ally char_acter-
. -

ized by tension and their great sensitivity to criticism. Some 

Iranian leaders asserted that criticism of them in the u.s. press 

was directed by the u.s. Government, and many of them· appeared. to. 

believe that the United States was determined to bring down the 

new revolutionary government .. In fact our policy was to seek 

where possible to strengthen the institutional structure in Iran. 
•••·•-••• -----••·-~-~---·••·• ·••·••-···c.••-,•-·••·-•,--.......- .•....• •-·••···•··• • •·-•• •:•••···• ., ... ••·•• 

I 25X9, E.0.13526 

., 
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In ·an effort to cooperate in restoring I~an's economic 

health, in the spring of 1979 we cautiously. began to advise 

American businessmen to •• resume contacts with their Iranian .-···· .... •·· ... ,. .. ... . . .. 

partners in order to resolve the many complex commercial dis-

putes.. We .wanted to see- a resumption in- the flow of· spare. 

parts and_components for Iran's industrial establishment as a 

means of helping the Iranian·labor force return to work. A 
~~- ..-------····"··--· - ······"·• - '••·-·•-.. -- ......... . 

restored economy could support increased political stability.
--------. -----·•··-•-•·-···--··--··~---·-··•. ··--·--··-···-·'··· 

>' 

From March to November 1979 Iran'.s oil sales to the U.S. were 

maintained at about pre.-revolution levels. 

Some limited success was achiev~d ih the search for 

sol'utions to bilateral problems during this period, but strong 

suspicions and hostility persisted on the Iranian side. 

III. Admission of the Shah to the United States and Seizure 
of the Embassy. 

The Shah left Iran on January 16. Before he left, we ·told----. 
- . 

him that he would be we:Lcome if he chose to come to the United 

States. Instead, he decided to remain first in Egypt and then· 
······-·- ,,__ -----··-. ··-··- ··---··-------- ---·-··· -------- --

in Morocco. After the revolution had succeeded, the:re were 
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approaches on behalf of the Shah regarding his possible resi

dence in the United States.. At that time, against the back

ground of the February 14 attack on the Embassy, we were 

conce~~ed about the effect of his arrival in.the United States . _,.. ,: 

.on ~ei:!ican personnel in Iran. Word -was passed to the Shah 

that tl-blere would be risks for our E;;;-.b;ssy staff -if--~~-~ame -to 

the Un~~~~ States at that time. The Sh~- l;;t Morocco in 
.;:, ____._ ..... -- . ···--·--·-·-·-----

March, ~nd after a brief sojourn in .the Bahamas, settled in 
' .. , :I . . --·--··-·---· ···,-····-·--

MeXiCO, '., puring the summer, there was contingency considera-
" 

tion of.a ~ossible later move to the United Statesr but the 
. 1·, , •

subject was. 'Set aside.
iit 

In lat~ September and O:tober, th~~!~~:.~:llt ~f ~~.~~~. _w~s 

advised that;.. the former Shah •·s health was deteriorating and that 
------ -----·~----------\·~- ·----------··· ••••• -:- -···········;····'-~- -- -·,·-·---·-·--··.. ,,, -- ···-·-------- -- '•• - . . ··•-·•··· ..... . 

he would reqdire diagnosis and treatment of a kind available only 
---····-- •.••.•.-• ,__..__ II . ·\· ••••••, ••••, •--••'. • • • • ' • 

in the Unite~~tates ·a~'!- ~n a few other :c::~un.!E~es ·that were not 
-~- •' ..... ·······;-·-- ------ ,, 

willing to ~dmit him. ·After tentatively concluding ·that humani-

tarian considerations strongly supported admitting the Shah for 

this purpose, the United St.ates instructed_ its Charge in Tehran . - . . . . .... .... -- - . .. - • . • . -

to inform the tranian·Prime Minister and Foreign Minister before 

a final decision was made. He did so on October 21, presenting 

a detailed description of the .Shah's medical condition and re

questing adequate·security protection for the Embassy. The 

Iranian .leadership indicated that the Shah's travel to the 

United States would produce a sharp reaction.in Iran, but they
. .. 

assured the· Charge that protection for the Embassy would..be 
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provided.· Based on that assurance, the improved physical se- • 

--cu;i~·; -~f th~ E;;b~;;;,. ·;n~ -~he~i~c~eased securi;Y precautions 
...... 

taken by the Embassy staff, the-United States decided to admit 
.... --~ ... _.....__ .. :·•..,_: ••, .... , •... ··-----· ---···"- ........_ ..... .-,.___ . 

the Shah for· medical treatment.. As the President said later, 
\_ . -··· '"-. --·····-,. . .. ·--·. ·'··- ., --·· ···- • ·,. -· 

it would have been. inconsistent -with the humane tradition of-: 

, the Onited States to d~ny a sick man. access to vitally nee~~qi . i • 

l American medical treatment. The Shah arrived in New York- on 

I °.:_~_:~-3• ~:an:~ _.a.~~~!'."~~-,::-es <:if p_rotection were twice re

\l a~firmed_~!--~~~_}rait!_c:1n lE!a_dE!l:'s_h_ip after our first approach. 

The Iranians had, during ea·rlier attacks of threatening demon-

•strations, showed themse.lves willing. and able to defend our 

Embassy staff and premises. 

The initial public reaction in Iran to the Shah's arrival· 

in the United States seemed controlled and moderate. Gradually, 

however, Iranian leaders, including the Ayato_ll.ah ~homenini, 
- ••-•-••••-; •• •---~ •• -•• •. •••••-• •• - ·•••• • • • •• C • • • ' ~ 

• • • :fl 

sharpened their criticism of. the United States for having admitted 

the 'Shah. This criticism coincided with_ cii:taqki; on the Provision-

'). ~i·:~--~~-~~~~-~= ~: _its --i~;e~·::~ ~;~:nents of the extreme left and 

right. Nevertheless, during a large demonstration against the, I 

Onited_States in-Tehran on November 1, the Embassy was adequate

ly protected. 

On November 4, at about noon, possibly 3,000 young Iranians 

swarmed over the. Embassy-walls and threatened to burn the·Embassy 
-···-····--··--···---------~-- -- -·-····· -······ ····-··••o.• ••• -- ••• • • • 

Chancery where most of the employees had taken refuge . The Embassy
. . ------------- -~---..------- .. .•,.,. ~-------- -- ·---- ·•-- - ··--· ... -- -···· . ·-······· -·····-_ 

staff was able to hold out against the assault for over 3 1/2 hours,---~--~-·---·---------··- ------------------ - -----, --,·------. -· .. 

while making repeated calls for assistance to the Iranian police 
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arid political leadership. ·Our Charge, r.. Bruce r.aingen, Political 
···--·-···•·-···.··--·-----·---------·--··-----·-··· 

Counselor Victor Tomseth, and Secur.ity Officer Michael. Howland 

were at the moment of the attack "!='et'urning f.rom the Foreign 
_ •• • -·\L,..

1
• •• 1¼:-·Mf\.-"~~!~: •-l-.i -·Tk.. -• f?;·-~.!~i:,1 • '~1; J,-: i..t h •1 • • . . • 

Ministry.where they sought,to obtain assistance for the- beseiged 
·--------:; •• H ...••-•••:•,-• --•• 0 •• ••• O<>HO 00 0 •••••• 0 

Embassy sta!f• The Provisional .Government was unwilling or unable 

to fulfill the· assurances of protection it had given and had ful

filled for almost two weeks·.. 

•• In Washington, Department of State officers kept open telephone....... 

lines with the Embassy staff and other.Americans in Tehran during 
•· • • • • • • • • • I • • • ' • "" •. • • •· • -.. • ··• ,• •• • 

the attack. The Department was also in continuous contact with· the 

Iranian Embassy in. Washington and our Embassies. in third countries 

in efforts to lift. the Embassy seige and to free our diplomats. 

From the first word of the attack, the- Department ha,s maintq.ined-... ······· ·- ,... -- .... - . ·-' . -·- ....... . 

a Working Group on 24-hour dll_t:Y..m_onito~i:'g a.ll ·aspects of the .crisis. 
,.. -·· --- ... - -- ..... :: .. ·- .......... . ........ . 

The President, key Cabinet. members, senior qfficials, staff members, 

and hostage families have since spent hundreds of thousands of hours 

in a continuous effort to •free the hostages. The b.readth and per

sistence of this effort may be unprecedented in peacetime diplomacy. 

Imprisoned with 61 Embassy staff in the C:?J!l.P?und were two 
-----··•···--·· -············ .. 

Americans who happened to be visitors· at the time of the attack.· 
----·-·--- ·------- --·-···•---····· ..... _-__ 

Some Embassy personnel were trapped during the assault in the 

separate consular building or in other offices in the city. Al.l, 

I ~f ~he~~.'__wi_th the eicce~t_~o_n of ~iic _~~r-~~.~s, were capturea. withinI . -..... -
i ~ -~.:~-~~!~ ~~--~~~. 111ilitants and .ccin.fin.:d _i~-t~e -·~~~a~-~Y .compound 

I 
I 

with the other h~ost~ges. The six others remained free in Tehran, 
·----- ..... --- -------·-··-·· 
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moving between various locations, until they were given- protection 

by the Ambassador and Einbassy staff of Canada._ 

During the first 48 hours, there appeared to be a possibility 

that _the Iranian ·leadership would as·sert its authority and free 

the hostages from the control of the militants. The· Foreign 

·Minister indicated that such a move was underway in a conversation 

with Charge. Laingen on th·e first. day of the attack. During this 

period,. several Ambassadors in Tehran attempted to use their • 

personal influence to obtain t-he release of the hostages. State 

Department officers made direct telephon_!__'?ontacts with Iranian• 
--· ·-·--·· -·-··--·--·---·-·-···--- _. -------·-···----··---·-··- ·······----- -·· ··-- . 

leaders to urge release. 
·-··· ......•-···---·- ... -----·--------·-. ______,__ 

By November 6, it b~c:_a.in_~--apparent ..t.~.a~ __th_e__Iranian authorities 
. ··-- _....... --- -----~ 

1 were unwilling to free th~ hostages, esp!~.!-~!,~;:,". a~_t_ex:_ ~Y~t,_~~!-~-
1 ~-· ... . . ...... . ·-
l Kh_o~e ~:1~-~~~--~nc3orsed _ the taking _of .. the _Em)?assy_ by __ th_e__l!'i1.i:.~a.~_ts. . . 

Faced with. Iran's. refusal to meet its responsibilities, the Presi

dent decided to send two special envoys to Iran to meet w.ith 

Ayatollah Khomeini in order to seek release of the hostages and 

to work toward solutions to seriogs o.s.-Iranian problems. The 

President selected former .Attorney General Ramsey Clark, who had 

a long and close association with ·many of the·new Iranian leaders 

and who had met with Khomeini in Paris e~rly in 1979. Mr. Clark 
-

was accompanied by William Miller, Staff Director of the Senate 

Committee on Intelligence, who had served in Iran as a Foreign 

Service Officer in the 1950's and 1960's and who also knew many 

of the Iranian revolutionary leaders. ·The Iranian Government 
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initially indicated that. it would receive the ·c1ark-Miller 

mission. However, as Mr. Clark was about to board a commercial 

flight from Istanbul to Tehran on November 7, he was informed 

that. the Iranian Governme·nt had decid.ed, .on instruction from 

Ayatollah Khomeini, that he should not come to Iran. and that 

• no officials in Tehran should have discussions with American 

representatives. This barrier to dir.ect· communications was 

only rarely· breached and was a serious obstacle to our diplomacy 

throughout the· crisis. 

• In· all of our dealings with Iran after the revolution- we 
-- -- . ···- -

faced a political situation marked by sharp divisions and contests 
,.,_,_ ,.,.,_,._____________ 

for power·.. The Ayatollah Khomein~ was clearly the dominant. figure. 

It was also clear that he did' not wish to impose his will on. the 

\ vari?.~s_ ~~~~!~~S._·:;~~~~ -~ll-~y -~;~_ld. be.--;~~~~~~- -t~;~~~~:-..~-=~~ a ~:oad 

consensus. He saw in the establishment of the constitution and of 

the institutions under that constitution a framework within which 

decisions could be.made and responsibilities shared. 

Because of the intern~l political struggle, Iranians were 

terribly fearful of any direct contact with the United States. 

Those who had con.tact or received messages from the United States 

were.often quick to announce the fact publicly and to distance 

themselves from the U.S. position. There were some who saw very 

early the desira~ility of _resolving the hostage question, but 

who had only limited influence on the leadership. The United 

States faced a situation in ·whi.ch, for many months,· those with 
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whom we dealt were thems·elves seeking to penetrate the politi-· 

cal framework and convin_ce ·the leadership... 

.The political struggle was basically, but not exclusively, 
. ··--····-- ...-----····~--· - -·· -----' ,._.. ····----

between those who saw Ir~n•s revolution in modern terms and those 
-- • --------·--·--- -- . ····------·· - .,,, .... ,,.. -- .. -

who saw it in more conservative Islamic terms. There were groups-

representing a spectrum from left ti;, right.. Within the Islamic 
--------·-·--------------·-·· ---· ...... -··--- - .... - ......... . 

group there were contests· for power .between individuals. The 

only element on which all agreed--or professed to agree--was a 

strong antipathy toward the United States because·of its past . 

association with the Shah. It. was in. that atmosphere that. the 

United States was required, to resolve the hostage crisis. 

IV. The First Stage of Diplomatic Efforts: Setting Basic 
Principles.(November--mid-December). 

On November 6, the Bazargan Government _res_igned and power.' -· -·· . ... . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . . .... -- . . . . ... 

was assumed by the Revolutionary·council. It became evident that 
•• •-••••rn••••••••••-••• ••• • •• •·• •• '"' ••••••·• • ••••••••• • ••••••••-••• 

no political group in Iran was prepared to .challenge the insistence 

by the militants.that the Shah and his assets be returned in ex

change for the hostages. The United Stat·es had explained to the 

Iranian authorities that, in the absence of an extradition treaty, 

it was impossible for the United States to consider legal.procee_d

ings to extradite the former Shah. Despite this fact, eac~ of 

the contending political 'factions in Iran was unable or unwilling 

to oppose the demands of the militants. The militants consistently 

affirmed that they would take instructions only from the Ayatollah 

Khomeini. directly, and he refused to issue orders to free the 
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hostages. Since we had no means of directly influencing either 
-·- --·. - --· . '.... --· ........ -...... -··· 

the Ayatollah or the militants, we had to concentrate on· reaching 

persons who could influence them indirectly. 

Anti.-American feelings whipped up by the .official media 

were extremely strong in Tehran in the first weeks of.the crisis. 

Emotional rallies and demonstrations around the Embassy appeared,, 
to pose a serious risk to the safety of the hostages, and the 

hostile attitudes of Iranian leaders made rational consideration 

of u·.s. overtures virtually impossible. 

From the outset of the crisis, the President established two 

equal and overriding goals for American policy: 

proteq_t:J,on __of ...the-honor.-and.--v.i.t al--in.ter.e s.ts...of_th.e__un i ted 
·-·····-- . . 

States; and 

protection of the well-being _of__the.. hos.tag.es __and their 
.... ···-----·· ---

safe release at the earliest possible moment. 

These objectives remained constant throughout the crisis. 

In implementing them, we soug~~ _t~_dE:~_e_l?P three basic 

approaches: 
-------· ' -- the development of c1-n international consensus and specific····--------- . ....------·-·--·•··--····· • . ··-·· -····· - - ---- ··----·. •• ·······-·· . ·---- •'·• ....., .... --- .... 

measures that would isolate Iran and tiring home to the Iranian people
-------------····--- ········-------·--····· ----·-····- ·-·-·-· •• ••• - • 

and their leaders the high cost of holding· our diplomats:•
-- • -.- ---·-· ··--··-···- ' • - ••• '' 

. -- the identification of P.~-~l?-9!1.!?, anq __g:c:oups. ....w_hQ.._~!ltoyed specia.1
/ ,..: ,_ --·· --- ----., ..-- . - ··········------.-- . --

\: I - influence with the Iranian leadership: and 
·--- -•,•·- -·--· .... -- .... -· . .: .. --····•·-···-·· ----·-·· ····----·· •• ·-··· • 

-- the pursuit of all possible humarii_tc1ri_~n channels to estab-

lish contc1-ct with the hostages and to ease their conditions of 
----- ---- .-- . 

confinement. 
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In our multilateral efforts, the United States was very eal:'_J,y • 
·-- ·-·· - ------··- .• 

in touch with. the highest. levels of. all governments with which we 
._ ---·-

. ~ .• 

.·--------- ... -·- -
have diplomatic relations. Throughout the crisis these contacts 
... ---··--······-·-----···· -··-·-·-···· -··--··------ -· 

were·repeated whe~. special requirements. arose. ~upport for· our 
.. 

! position was 9:\JiC~, strong, and virtually unanimous. At that 
I ____.- -----------···-·----

stage, only the Governments of North Korea, Vietnam, and Albania 

support.ed the ·Iranian positiqn. ·virtually al·l other governments, 

either publicly or· _privately, made known their firm opposition to

the· Iranian violation of international law and religious norms of 

conduct. Some goverru_nents· sent private messages to. the Iranian· 

leadership. Some instructed their Ambassadors in.Tehran to work 
. . 

for the hostages' r.elease. Others who were not represented: in 

Tehran instructed their CJN· Ambassadors to _contact the Iranian rep

resentatives. Iran's isolation qn,__t.h.e-hos.tag.e_is.s_y_e_J<ia~-t~!].gj._ple 

/ evidence of the dam.age being done to· Iran and its revolution. 

These approaches were of special value to the United States 

when it w·as unable to have effective exchanges itself with Iran's 

leaders. During those early days, although Department of State 
.....--·-···-------·-·-·-··•·-----·-·-·.. ··-····--··--·---·•-•" -..-... . . --·· ··:·· ....,_, - ·-· . ·- -~ ••• . 

officers spoke daily with members of the Revolutionary Council 

and the militants, there were no productive conversations. 

We were also in close touch immediately after the Embassy 

/ seizure with Secretary General Waldheim to. ·explor~ through ]lis 

offices possible means of ending the crisis . The President of .. .. .. •· - . .••. ·-···-· ·•· .• --

the Security Council, after consul tat ions with the Coun.cil 

membership, issued on Novembe.i;:___~ a statement expressing the 
...... -- -.... 
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Council's profound concern over the detention of American dip

lomats and urging that they be released without delay-and-given 

"protection. 

The"President-met with members- of hostage families on November 9· 

arid later they joined him in issuing an. appeal' to all Americans to 
:· 

exercise restr:aint toward Iran and Iranians -and to· do .nothing that . ! . . 

would endanger the hostages. The judgment was ~ade that every effort 

would be made to free.the hostages through di~lomatic means to avoid 

endangering their· lives. 

On November 12,. then Acting Foreign Minister Bani-Sadr 

stipulated. three Iranian demands for release of the hostages: 

admit that. the property of the Shah was stolen; 

cease interferen.ce in-- Iranian affairs; and 

-- extradite the Shah to Iran for a mfair trial," 

Subsequently, .Bani-Sadr was to modify these demands to: 
.' . 

return of the Shah's· assets; 

an end to interference in Iran's affairs;_and 

an apology for past U.S. "crimes" against Iran. 

The United States responded by making clear on repeated occasions 

that its courts were open to Iran to pursue the Shah 1 s·wealth; 

that we would not intervene internally i~ Iran; but that we would 

not make an apology for so-called "crimes.• There was, o_f course, 

no assurance that meeting the Iranian demands would result in 

release of the hostages. 

By November 17, the United States worked out with Secretary
---~..---·---···---- ---···· -

General Waldheim four points that he conveyed to the Iranian 
- • - ------..- ·--------------·-·-------·-- w----- - -·--•···-·- ---- • ·•·-·-· ·-·-··-- •••• .... • 
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authorities that~~¥· These points made clear our desire to end 
-·-·----· -the crisis on a fair basis: 

l. We· required release of all personnel held. in Tehran. 

2. We suggested the establishmen_t of an international 

commission to ·inquire into allegations of violations of human 
·------··-----·--·······--- ···-···-·- ........ 

rights in Iran·under the previous regime. 

3. We ind ica.ted that the courts of·. ~he ___ -pnited__ ~t_.i~e:i __would 
···········•••'<-···· ·-----·-·-·· •••,.,., ___ .----- ----- -·. -- • 

be available to the Government of Iran· to hear its claims for 
----------- • ----- ------------ -··:--- -·· -- . •. . . ······- •• 

return of the assets it believed had been illegally taken out 

of. Iran. 

4. We· proposed an affirmation _py_ the Go.vernment...of.-Iran 

and the United States of their intention to· abide strictly by. 
----- ·------- -- ----··· ··-· .. ----- -·· ••. -·-·•·· ., • 

the Declaration on. Principles of International Law Concerning,----··· •• - ._ . •.•..... - ·- ..... -·· ··-·· --··· --·· -- -- . .. -- -. ·······~-- ---

Friendly_Rel:ations,and Cooperation Among States in Accordance 
- ---------- • -·- ----·-····· - ------------------· -----· -- .. •· ..... . 

with 'tl)e Charter of the United·Nations, and by the provisions 

of:the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations. 

During this e.irly period and ;Later, the_ United Stat_e_~---~!1s 

in touch with a wide range of indiv_iduals, both American and 
-••-••• ••• -• ••- -•••~•---•-• -• •-•••• •••••••••- ._••_..,,--• • ••·- ••. • ••• •-•• ••• • • •••••••• • •••••• M•••••-••• • 

,: foreign, believed to have useful connections in Tehran. These 
···-··- -··--·--· ----- ••••• ··-- ·----· .... ·- -· 

fiic:Iuaecr ·rsl:aiiiic- •r1frigious leade~s ~ American and foreign clerics, 

journalists; international human rights advocates, businessmen, 
_- ....- _....-..., ....... ........... ··---·· ...........-....._...... ---•-• . 

•. a~'ad_e~~~--~i_e~de.r.s-;:~-i~~-}~~~~~s. Throughout the crisis, many people 

volunteered their services-as intermediaries, but only some had 

useful ties with key Iranians. At any particular moment after 
·-----~····,..-------~-,........ - ... -- .... ··.,.. - ........... -·•· 

the first weeks of the crisis we we·re normally in touch .with at 
.• --.:..._.- ""-·· ,.."-_ .. ··--·· .-...____ ·-----~; ·-,-....... •·····-~--. ··--- •---.;.. ...-.. ·~ • ··-·-- ....... _. ........ •..... -···-.... .... ·~-- -· . "· ... -. 

least 15 channels to the Iranian leadership. 
··•· ___ .......... ~-.. •-,.. ·----- ··-- .........___ _...._____,._,_, - ····-. ------ '----~~--- ---- -

The reports and 
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views of these contacts were regularly considered in reaching 

our own de.cisions. • 

On November 17, Ayatollah Khomeini directed the militants 
. - .-- .. - ··-· ................................ - . . .. . . . - . ' -•- ·-- .. . 

to release the women and Black hostages who were not considered 

"s_pies_:_: Th~:r~~~-11._~ost_?,_gei:\ ~er~ re.leased and flown to Germany 

for medical examination prior to their return home. Unfortunately, 

-this potentially positive development was counterbalanced by 

statements by Iranian officials threatening that the remaining 

hostages would be placed on trial for espionage and subversion. 

the United States with utmost gravity and could cause severe con-
-----------

sequences for Iran. In late November, the President met with his---· ....... ··-··--

advisors at Camp David to consider the threat of a hostage trial. 

H:___aut~o~ized a_1r~r! ~-lu_n_~~ E>Ei:'::_~!:~.-~".1.:::1.~i:1-g to_ the Iranians -a<,:rainst 

pursuing that course. Subsequently, the President told the first 

meeting of hostage families on December 7 that Iran had been warned 

that the United States would in.terrupt its commerce if Iran took 

steps to try any of the hostages. In the weeks that followed, 

talk of a trial began to subside in .Iran. 

For several weeks after the host"ages were taken, the -~'.1-~ted 

stat.es had only a very limited idea of their conditions of con

finement and the character of their captors. We knew from~ visit 

to the hostages on November 10 by the Papal Nuncio, the Ambassadors 

of Sweden, Algeria, and Syria, and the Charge of France that the 
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hostages were bound and not allowed to speak. Even more graphic 

descriptions of harsh confinement were given by the released 13 

hostages. The captors had made threats to kill the hostages 

and we did not know whether those threats would.be carried out. 

We did not know,. in £:act, whether. all the hostages ·were alive. 

In an effort to pressure the Iranians to__improve the conditions 
••• ----------- __ ;J_._ ___ • -·----·--·-. "········- __,.,_________ --··-····-···-··------ -- ----····-- '••· -- ···-------·. 

of the hostages, we informed all governments of the cruel con-

ditions of detention. The international criticism that followed
··------------·-------•--<' - ' ----- - - - . . 

le~!.--~~-=~~eV:=-~---.!()__i~t>roved conditions starting •in December. 

Af.ter the Embassy seizure,. several international agencies with 

which we were in touch immediately attempted-to provide humanitar

ian assistance. On November 11, the PoJ?.e m_ad_~ -~ pE!_r~Onjll .~PJ?eal to 
.. -- ..... -. -- ----·- .. . ' . . .. . . . ... - • • • '. ' . . 

. . 
Ayatollah Khomeini, and was rebuffed. The International Red Cross 

••• ':.. .• ' . ---·-··-····· .• ----~~------

sought but was denied its usual role of providing humanitarian 

services to prisoners. During this period we had.daily telephone 

contact with the captors in the compound, in which they agreed to 

take down short messages from the hostage families and to relay 

them to the individual hostages. we learned from the 13 who were 

released that none of. these messages was delivered. ·The Iranians 

never gave a complete and accurate accounting for the hostages, 

and throughout the crisis mail delivery to and from the host-ages 

was irregular and severely restricted. When ·clergymen were 

allowed to conduct services for the hostag_es at Christmas, there 

were seven hostages whom ·they did not see. 

As the international consensus against Iran grew stronger 

and the level of frustration in this country and abroad increased, 
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it became important to convey· tangible signals of the serious-
' 

ness of the· crisis to Iran. To assure that 'Iran could not Uf!e 

the noil weapon." against us, on November 12 the President ordered 

·the cessation of all u.s·. oil purchases from Iran,. T_he Iranian 
·-- -· -------------- .,.. ········ •'•.••' .., . --·- --- ... ----- -~ •, _,_;. -·--------·•--. 

Government then stated that. Iranian deposits would be. immediately 

withdrawn from U.S. financial. institutions. If!__ order _t~__ prevent 

economic disruption and to protect legitima~e claimants, the 
I -•·•-·-•-••••--••·•-••••• ,, - ..................... ·••••, ...... , ·••··•··-••··•-•-•••··· ••• 

/
' President directed on November 14 that all Iranian assets, in-

.eluding deposits in u.s. banks· ·and their foreign branches and 
-- ---------- ·-··------·- ·--·-· .. 

subsidiaries, be frozen. The President's order was based on his 

finding· that the n•situation in Iran" was a. threat to.the United 

States. It was clear that .the freeze could.be lifted on<::e the 

hostages were released in.the context of arrangements that would 

prevent economic disruption and protect American interests. 

' .:i:_;:~n, also on November l_~, cl_';)sed its airsp_ace to U.S. 
••w-•••-•-••-••--• . 

. aircraft.. (Pan American, the only U.S. line serving Iran, had 

. suspended flights at. the outset· of the crisis.) Durfng this 

.initial period also, the shipment of all military equipment to 
----------------- -----···...... -··---·· •... ,.. --- ., .....,_,_ --- .. -· . 

Iran was halted and virtually all U.S. trade with Iran ceased. 
~ ' -- -····· • - . . • ..- - --------. ···- - --····-- - . - ------·-. 

Other nations were not prepared at that time to take the sig

nificant step of invoking economic sanctions against Iran. 

By mid-November basic U.S. principles for ending·the 
---------···--· . ~--·-·-·--------··--·- ··-··-·--···-··-··· -----

·crisis had been established and the Iranians were aware of 
····-----·-··. ···----

them. However, the absence of any centralized authority in 

Tehran apparently made the Iranians incapable of considering 

and acting on those principles. 
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). 
As the C'!;'isis continued into late November, the Ul')ited States 

recognized that no decisive Iranian action was likely .until after 
"------ ....... --~--- ·-· --· --,.• • . .. ·-· . 

i the completion ,of the principal religious ceremonies of Moharram 

o·~ ;~~~;b.·er 29:: ~Jna.···;~·;- and the nat~~~~~- referendum for a new con- . 
• --- ,. ' • 

\I s~it~tion o;·~~er~~er ·2. It appeared possible that an opportunity 

for obt.aining r~iease of the hostages might open just after those 
I:· i,. 

events. When there was no indication in early -December of Iranian 
.... 

movement toward a· 'settlement, the UN s·ecurity Council on Decem~er 4 
,,. i _:·' - --- -~-------···· ... ·•-·-'•~---• ..... -----~~---------
' ' . 

unanimously adoptedl·Resolution 457, cailing on Iran to release the 
--- . -·-·---·----- -~----··--···-·--·!-.,. - ...........,_____ ......_. ~--- .. -- ---- ...-....... _ ....... ..;.,........ --- • -----· •••••••• ··--···· : ............. ·------ --··- ;· -- ··•··· 

hostages immediately;~ to provide them protection, and to allow them 
---· ·•·-·--·-" -· ___ ......... lf ••.......... _,,., ·-...-................................................... ··- ............. - . . --- .. . .. • 

to lea~-~ ::~~-~~1:1nt"ryl/ and .._further.. callin~t_on _Iran_ and_ the United 

States to resoly~ p~~£~~µ_1-,JY.J:t_~ !='el!li:1.i;,ing i~su~l!. b~t~e~n. them and 
.. ~ '-····_:__······-··;-... ,.. •••• -···· -· I f · . 

requesting the-Secretary General to lend his good offices. The 
, ••• _, , ••'••••••• •, ~•"•-• ,,_,..._ -n•• , ...,.•• ••'•Sok••••~•••'••••-' H•-•~ ----•-••-•-• •~••---•••YH 

1 

United States accepted the resolution, but Iran flatly rejected it. 
·I . 

On November 29, the United States applied tot~~ I~ternational 
·- ..,,.__ . ·, .. -·--···-. .... ---··-------~ •. _____ ........ --- ' - ., .. •·•----.............. 

Court of Justice for a ruling that Iran's seizure and holding of 
·····-·~-·--- --------·· ' ·- ···--------· 

the hostages violated international law and that they should be 

immediately released. The Court heard the case on December 10 

and issued an inter.im order on December 15 th.at Iran should immed-
··---------- ... -· -- -------- -·· ----- ---·· - ---· -- - . -·-

ia_t:~~i __i;elease.2-J.J.J;,~.!l! __ QQJi!j;?,g_e..!!.,. ii;',foi;d tl;lem .full .pr_o;..~cti._ou.,_ and 

restore to the United States its diplomatic prem_i,s~~-A_;,_ Ir_an. 
•• '"• ••••••-----·• •• ••••-••--•-•••••-••-•• •••••••••rn--•••, ••-- --••••-•-•-·-•• • ""•• • •• •• ,••- • •• • 

The order was issued-unanimously by the Court's 15 judges, whose 

nationalities include all of the major regions of the world. 

,1 Iran rejecteg_ the...order_ and refused to comply with its terms. ···-·-··-··-·--- ···-·· . • •• ---- ----. -----··· .- .'"·-· ···--·- ·····-· . - •.. -. . . -·----

The situation around the Embassy in Iran remained volatile 

and dangerous,. with frequent anti-American demonstrations. 
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Other Embassie~- considered themselves threatened, and t~e 

British Embassy ·was briefly occupied. Similar ant.i-American 

outbursts occurred in Pakistan and Libya, where mobs attacked 

American Embassies. During the attack. in Pakistan four U.S. 

Governme~t employees were killed.· ,; ... 

On December 15, the Shah left the United States for 
. I ;, • 

·Panama, thus removing the ostensible _cause for the occupation 

of the Embassy. However, there was no.change· in the Iranian 
-----·---·- ""- ··------ - -¥••--··-·•-·•"-··~·--··· .---------·---····-·-·-·----

refusal to rel1:1ase the postages. Thus, at mid-December the 

United States had.enunciated basic principles for a settlement, 

but there was no movement by Iran to resolve the crisis, and 

there·appeared: to be little prospect for an early solution. 

V. The Second· Stage: Movirig Toward.Sanctions (Mid-December
mid-Januaryl .· • 

The United States sought to applr ·additional pressure in 

order to persuade the Iranians that it did not serve their in- • ' 

terests to continue to hol"d the hostages. T~e__P:i;:.~_§.;i,.dent.Mr.e.c.ted 

on December 12 that the Iranian diplomatic and consular staffs in 

the United States be cut to a t9tal. of 35 pE:!rsons. Iran was .!_lot 
--------- -·•··•-·· ····-----· ,.. ' . . • ...... - • • . 

directed to clo~~-i_1:_~__!::_!lll:lassy and __ consulates. entirely becaus~ the 

United States wished to keep open a possible channel t9 Tehran 
··-···--·----···-·~---·-·-··~--. ------·-· -·--· " ,____ - -· --

and also to allow necessary consular services to be. performed for 
-·· ·-···-·•······--·· ------- -- ..... - ··-· --·· - - ----····· - -··· ·-· ... - .. ···--

the thousands of Iranians living in this country. 
····--··--· ·---·---- --------.------·---------·····--··· - ·-- ------ •• 

On December 24, our Ambassador to the ·UN wrc;>°te to the. 

President of the UN Security Council, noting the earlier actions· 
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of the Council and the World ·court and asking the council to 

meet. at an early date to con~ider ~easiires -de~igned to induce 
' .

Iran to comply with its international obligations. The . . . 

Secretary of State had visited European-capitals earlier 
···-,· .. . . 

in December to underline for our allies· the gravity of the 

situation. and to build support for the IJ.S. position. 

~ri _J:>~~~~Q.\=!L~J..,_J;t!.~.§-~gµ,i;:_:jJ:y '-<:;.9~1!g.!! -~~C?P_~ed_ a-~~~<?,!!~ 

·Resolution, number 461. Adopted· by. a vote of ll-0 with four 

abstentions, that Resolution reaffirmed Resolution 457 and 

decided that the-Council would· meet on.January 7, 1980, to 
-- ····-· ..... ·-·--·--·· ----------'····-···--. -··············--·-··-- ... ·-·-··- ··- .•. :...... ,•• ·-·. -\ ----··· ··- - ••• .,.. • •• 

review the situation and. to adopt effective measures under 
-·-·-·······. --·--····-··-···---·-:·······--·--- ··-·-. . •' ----···· -- _., --- •. --·-·-· .. 

Articles 39 and 41 (sanctions) of the Charter in the event of 

continued· Iranian noncompliance with the earlier· resolution. 
'•··-· ----·-- ---·-· ..... --· -----·--· --.- ··- - '·-----.-- ------- -- -· ····---..·-·---------· ------- • ···-----------------·:' 

'l'he Soviet IJnion abstained on Resolution 461, moving away. . 

from its prior support of the IJ.S. position as a result of 

new tensions between: it arid the IJnited States arising out of 

the Soviet invasion _of Afghanistan on December 27. The Soviets 

continued on rare occasions to state their formal opposition. 

to the holding of hostages, but Soviet propaJ_anda shifted_to 

attempts to exacerbate tensions between the IJni'ted States and 

Iran and to portray the IJnited States. as the offending party 
•• ,, -···- .,,••-.....-- ---- -·········--····'-.... '••· - ~---··· -. -·-··· --- ·••«•-··-····----------·· -- ·-- - .- ··- ..--·-------··---- ······-- •__,.,.__ - --- ··- • ,, -

in the crisis. Even before the invasion of Afghanistan, the 

Soviet desire to maintain a good relationship with Iran had 

caused the Eastern Bloc countries to refuse to participate in 

any combined.initiatives of the diplomatic corps in Tehran. 
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Following the second UN·resolution, Secretary General 

Waldheim visited ~~)1ra,n in an effort to persuade the Iranian- -·. -- . 

authorities to mo.v.e .. toward. a .. settlement. Prior to his de-..... -· _,, ... "'.. ......... .... . . . . . . ... ..... . 

parture, the United States gave him on December ___31__ a five-12oint 
. • . ------------.---•·--······•-"'•·-•···-· --· •• - ---· . • • •• . -

statement of the U.S. position.;.-again emphasizing our readiness 
• ~----------~ .. ·-·- .. ·-------------·- _.________ 

t9 reach a reasonable ·and ~eaceful__..solut~-~!1 
--- ----- -------·-------· -

~-o. -~~-:: issue. The 

five points were: 

1. That all U.S. personnel must be released from Iran 

prior to the institution of any international tribunal. 

2. That the United States was prepared to work out in 

advance a. firm understanding on arrangements for the airing 

of Iranian grievances before an appropriate forum after the 

hostages had been released. 

3. That the United States would not object to any Iranian 

suits in U.S. courts to recover assets allegedly taken illegally 

from Iran by the· former Shah. 

4. That the United States would affirm jointly with Iran 

its intention to abide by the Declaration on_ Principles of 

International La~ Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation 

Among States in Accordance with ~he Charter of the United Nations, 

. and by the provisions of the Vienna Convention on_Diplomatic 

Relations. The. United States stated that it accepted the present 

government of Iran as the legitimate authority in Iran and re~ 

affirmed the view that the people of Iran had the right to 

determine their own form of government. 
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5. That the·United States was willing, ori9e the hostages_ 

were safely released, to seek in accordance with the ON Charter 

a resolution of all issues between the United States and Iran. 

When he arrived· in Tehr;m,. the Secretary General encountered 

large and hostile demonstrations against the ON and the United 

States. Al though he met..JJ.i_th.....rr.anian-"-leade-rs-on- ·seve-r-a:1:-oecas.ions, 
------------·- •-

he was·not able to persuade them to change their positions. on 
•-· ••..•. ---- ·-·-·----···---·-.. ----------- -------
January 7, the Secretary General reported to the Security Council 

-····-----------· ------ ··- ·······- ... ----. - -·. - - - ·-- -· --· ••• ..---------- --- ___________ __________ 

that the Iranians were not yet ready to release the hostages but 
• . - ----------

that a commission of international inquiry to hear Iran's griev-

ances might help to defuse the situation. on January 11, as the 
•OOO •••'--OH•••••••••• ,_ .. , •••••-,-~, •••••••••--' •-• ..-• •• 0 • •• •·•••-"•-·•·••••••••• ··-·-·--- --, 

Security Council was pr_eparing to vote on a resolution on economic 

sanctions, Iran asked· that consideration. ·be given to the estab

lishment of a commission of inquiry that could help improve the 

atmosphere for resolution of the crisis. The United States ag:reed 

/ t_~ ~:.:~=----~-h:__ ~:_<:_U~!~y--~-~~?c ~-~ __.,~~~- ~~ ~ i~-- :-7~nu ~r!. _~?-~to_~-~:'::_ -~he 

Secretary General time to explore the _;ra~~a_n, po_s:i~~on. When it. 

became clear ·that the Iranian proposal was not directly linked to 

release of the hostages, the Security Council moved to consider 
_. ...... ·-----·-·- .. -·. ··········· --·- ......... ' 

a sanctions resolution. The resolution imposing sanctions on 

Iran gained 10 votes but was vetoed by the USSR. 
,._.. --·- - -- ----···-···--------- --~~ ---- -- ~ 

The United States indicated that it wished nc:met~e.le_~_!l to 
~ ....... ·····-----·- ·······- ........ _ .. 

·proceed with sanctions and urged its allies to do the same. 
-· . --,-·-·-·-·--·------·---. . ......... ··- .. 

Members of the European Community and Japan respond~d that the 

imposit_ion of sanctions without a ON resolution would be legally 
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difficult for them. Our allies asked the United St·ates to delay 

imposition of sanctions until after the election of an Iranian 

President on January 29 and possible consideration of the hostage 

crisis by the Islamic· Confei:::ence ~at .the end of the month. As 

these developments seemed to hold' some hope for•movement on the 

crisis, the United States agreed to defer action on sanctions. 

After Secretary General Waldheim had returned from Tehran and 

met. with the President, it seemed that a: more complete statement 

of the U.S •. position might help to convince the Iranians :that we 

were willing to agree. to a mutually honorable end to the crisis. 

The pressures applied to Iran and th_e _in~ic~~-ic,!1~ of: ~1:oJ::,ael~. fur~her. 
~- ___ ,_....., -~·-··---·· •·- -- ..... --···-··· ... .. -·----·-

measures appeared.. to be having some effect. The Soviet invasion· of 

Afghanistan and the resulting. threat to Iran gave the Iranians an 

additional reason to seek a way out of the crisis. Several intermed-... --·-·· -----··· -. • ' • •• . •- - • . .. ~----

iaries suggested U.S. positions.that might create greater flexibility 

in Tehran. The President reviewed the existin_g situation and these 

proposals with his advisors a~d decided to refine the earlier o.s. 
position. The President approved th.~. _f<;>J,,:J,9.~irjg__ si,_~:-p9-:i,pJ;... _statement: 

~-•~ ••-•••K•••••-••••.. ••••••••••••••••••••••-' •••••••••••••• 

1. The safe and immediate departure from Iran of all U.S.· • 
f· 

employees of the Embassy in Tehran and other Americans held hostage 

is essential to a resolution of other issues. 

2. The United States understands and sympathizes with the 

grievances felt by many Iranian citizens concerning the practices 

of the former regime. The United States is prepared .to work out 

in advance firm understandings on a forum in which those grievances 
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' 
may subsequently be aired, so that the hostages could be.released 

with confidence that those grievances will be heard· in an appro

priate· forum after the, release has taken place. The United States 

will. not concur in any _hearing that involves the hostages .. • The '-,'.:: 
•' 

·: 

United States is prepared to cooperate in seeking through the 

auspices of the ON to establish such a foru!D or commission to 

hear Iran's grievances and-to produce a report on them, The 

o.s·.. Government will cooperate with- such a group in accordance 

~ith its laws, international law, and the Charter of the ON. 

3. The CJ.S, Government will facilitate any legal action 

brought by the Government. of Iran in courts of the CJnited States 

.to account for· assets within· the custody or control -of the former 

Shah that may ·be judged to belong to .the national treasury of Iran· 

;by advising the courts, and other interested parties, that the o.s_ 

:Government recognizes the right of the Government of Iran to bring 

isuch claims before the courts and to request the courts' assistance 
' . . 

' i in obt·aining. in£9rmation ·about such assets from financial insti tu-

: tions and other parties. 

4. Once the hostages are safely released, the CJnited States 

is prepared to lift the. freeze _of Iranian assets and to facilitate 

; normal commercial relations between the.two countries, on the 

understanding that Iran will meet its financial obligations to 

a.s ..nationals and that the arrangements to be worked out will 

protect the legitimate interests of U.S. banks and other claimants. 

The ·united States is prepared to· appo_irit members of a working group 

to reach .agreement on those arrangements. 
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5. The 1Jnited States is prepared to appoint a representa-

• t.ive to discuss with Iranian representatives the current threilt 

posed by the Sovi·et invasion of Afghanistan and to recommend .to 

their government·s steps that the 1Jnited States and iran might , 

take in order to enhance the security of Iran; including the 

; resumption of the supply of military spare parts by the 1Jnited 
' f 
; States· to Iran. 
' 

6. The U.S. Administration is.prepared to·make a statement 

at an appropriate moment that it understands the grievances felt 

I by the people of Iran, ·and that it respects the integrity. of Iran, 

and the right'of the people of Iran.to choose their own form of 

government. The U.S. Government recognizes the _Government of 

the Islamic Republic of Iran as the legal government of Iran. 

The United States reaffirms that the people of Iran have the 

right to determine their own form of government, 

The text of these points was given to the Secretary General 

and to other intermediaries, who traitsmi tted .them. to Iranian 

leaders. The proposal~ made in November, December 1980 and 
---"- ·--···•• -· ·--· --· -·· 

January 1981 did not deviate substantially from these 
.;... --· . , ........ __ ·--·-····' .....•.. ,.. ····--·-·····. .------ .... --- -- -- -. 

positions. But in January 1980 they drew no response from --- ---- -~ -- . - ---------·· .-- ··----------- ..---------·. ····.··--. -· ·-······· 

Tehran. There appeared to be no one in Iran at that time 

capable of responding meaningfully to the u.s. position. 

On January 29, the six American~ -~ho :!lad been _t),i.-!l:.i12g_ w;i_i;h, the 
• ·-···- -··----········•--·-----··· -----·-··-·'""'""'~ .. ·······' ··.·•. -- • 

Canadians departed Iran through the Tehran airp~.r.! .. u~ing assumed 

identities. Ca~~~a___the~-~loi,ed ~-~-~- ~!11bassr and withdrew all 

personnel. The presence of "the six" in Iran had been known to 
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several journalis.ts for some weeks, but fortunately they accepted 

the importance·of keeping the information confidential. The 

return of the six Americans on January 31 was greeted.with an 

outpoE_ring• .of American joy and gratitude for the· courageous 

assistance of the Canadian Ambassador and his stanf. Iranians 

reacted sharply, complaining of a "violation of inter'"ationa.l 

law"; in retaliation the Foreign•Ministry severely limited our 

contacts with Bruce Laingen and his colleagues held in the Foreign 

Ministry. 

VI. The Third. Stage: Development of a Scenario for Release· 
(January/-April). 

About one week after the Soviet veto of the sanctions 

resolution, the United States finally made contact with two 

intermediaries who enjoyed special ties of confidence with 

persons in the Iranian leadership. A series of meeting.s, some 
- ----- --- -••-- - H 

60 hours of discussions in all, were held in London, Washington,.. .. '••·-·-·"··----···•· ..·······-··- .... --- ...... '" ... -·· ... , ... - ··••,•···-

Paris, and Switzerland to design a scenario that would secure 
.......... ·-. ·- -· - ·--. ------· ---------·-····· ···-···-····- .....- • ---

j ----------------· ••• - ----

; the safe rel~ase of the hostages and at the same time assure
! ... --- ·- ..... ---···•-•' ··-···.······--···-····· ····-··-- .. --· -·· .. ··-···-·· ----··• ··------ - -------:-. 
/that Iran received an appropriate international hearing fori --•··•···-··········· ········-······ ······-···· ········-········•··· ...... ·········-·•····•··· •.•...... ··-···· 
its asserted grievances. The President closely monitored and . . ----- . 

approved each of the steps taken in formulating and imple

menting the scenario. 

The scenari.o. ~.c1:; .c:1.~v~JQped ..o.ver several weeks in .J.anu~ry and 

February, and we were assured that it had been fully discussed in 

the Revolutionary Council and a,<:;cep_t.~d.J;;iy. a.11 sigpi,fi.cant elements . . -- .... - ..... - ... 

of the Iranian leadership. It involved the UN.' s dispatch of a 
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five-.man fact-finding commiss-ton-·to ··Irarr·to hear Iran's grievances 

and allow an early solution to the crisis. The scenario was laid 

out in a.series of steps--each agreed to by the United States and 

Iran--that would permit each side tQ. assure .. it~elf .of t~e_ pe.r-
..,,. --···••,--•-.-•·-··--·-··-- . . ... ... 

formance of the. other as the.. scen_ario moved toward ·its ;Einal 

steps. The United States briefed UN authorities on the scenario, 

and they agreed to jo-in in its imprementation. 
·- ·---·· ·-···· .. --

•A five-man UN Commission was selected under: the ·co~chairmanship. 

of Andres Aguilar of Venezuela and Mohammed Bedjaoui of Algeria, and 

. including Adib Dao·udi • of Syria; Harry .w.. Jayewardene of Sri Lanka, 

and Louis Edmond Petitti of Frarice. They arrived in Tehran. on Feb·· 

ruary 23. On the same day, Ayatollah Khomeini announced that the 

fate. of the.hostages should be decided by the Iranian Parliament, ....._. - ... --- . .. ··,-· ·-· . . . . . .. . . ------·-··· 

which was to be elected in March. His announcement,. which was not 

part of the agreed scenario, was the first indication that he had 
- ·-·•····•·----

not fully approved the plan. Nevertheless, the Commission members 

began their work on the review of Iran's gr.ievances, ·receiving 

documents and hearing testimony assembled by the Iranian author

ities. The scenario called for the ~ommission to visit each of 

the hostages and for the hostages subsequently to be transfe·rred 

to the authority of the Iranian Government. Again, the Ayatollah 

departed from the agreed scenario. Even after the militants had 
••• . . ········-· ··-······- --·--·-···- •• ·-·· .•.• .. 

grudgingly annou.ncE!c:1_. t:_hei.:c-. :-7illingness to yield control of the 
... , -----···· -. -. --..... -· -• 

hostages to the Revolutionary Council and·· the Council had issued 

a statement accepting that offer, the Ayatollah on Mar·ch 10 called 
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on· the· .militants to -prevent the Commission from seeing the hostages
-~•••-••h••• -• ••--•-•,. • • 

until after it had completed its report and made it public, and 

after the Iranian people had approved the Commission's findings.
- •-------·-- ···············---·--·-··-·- --- ----' 

These_ were, of course, impossible conditions for the Commission .. 
. . ... . .. . . . .--· ..... - ..... • . ... . -

As the Commission was unable to complete its agreed mandate· 
-· ·: 

by seeing· the hostages and obtai~ing their trpnsfer, it departed 

- from Tehran on March 11, promising to return and to finish its/.

I rep~_i::_t__~hen__ ~_on_1itic:,ns were more appropriate for it to perform 
I 

:_. its full mandate. During the weeks that followed,· it was unclear 

whether or how the Commission might resume its work and reactivate 

·the scenario. 

Meanwhile, in Panama, the Shah, who was scheduled for surgery 

for the removal of his spleen, was becoming increasingly uneasy. 

Panama had given Iran's lawyers until late March to make the case 

for extradition of the Shah to Iran. The Shah, advised by his 

doctors that he needed urgent medical treatmen~, and displeased 

with a dispute between doctors in Panama, decided to reject the 

urging of the United States that he remain in Panama and instead 

accepted the longstanding offer of President Sadat to settle in 

Egypt. He departed for Egypt on March 23, where a few days later 

he underwent surgery. The decision to go to Egypt was the Shah's 

own choice in consultation with his physicians. 

The atmosphere in Tehran was further confused at this time 

by the publication in the Iranian press of a fa~se letter allegedly 

from President Carter to Ayatollah Khomeini. President Bani-Sadr 

revealed to the Iranian public the content of two authentic letters 
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delivered by the Swiss from the Onited States, urging-that the 

Iranian Government take cu_stody of the hostages from the militants 

as a step toward their final release. On March 31, we received 

word that the Revolutionary Counci_l.. was again attempting to deal 

with the hostage question. 

On April 1, we learned that'President ~ani-S~~r had announced 

that the hostages would be transferred to government control if 
- ............ , ........ - ····-. -·· ...... ········••••rn- ...... -· ·---- - -• -----

the Onited States would refrain from propaganda, provocation, or --- ----·-·-····-··-·-- ·-·-
claims against Iran... Swiss Ambassador Probst telephoned the 

White House to deliver the news early in the morning of April 1. 

President Carter.· went on· television a short time -later to welcome 

_the announcement· and to say that we would again delay the· im

position of sanctions· in light of this positive development. The 

assurances sought by Bani-Sadr were passed to him and accepted. as 

satisfactory. President Carter knew ·that there we;:e_ !19 .R:\-.!1~ing 
.......... ··-·····-•·"" ......····--··•·~-" -···•· 

guarantees, but he sought to make S_llre _that ..the Iranians under-
.--·-··-- ...... ·------·----- ......... ··- --- .. . ••• . 

stood that we wanted our people protected and released under--· _____:.,_______ ,___________ ···-·-· -------- ..... - ....... ·---· . 

peaceful and honorable conditio_n_s. A few days later, a minority 
--- ·---... -....... ·······-···--········-·-- -·-···--·-··. 

of the faction-ridden Revolutionary Council undercut Bani-Sadr .... -... ____ , ........ ·--- -· ·-·- -.. ---. ----- .......... 

and prevented the transfer of the hostages.- . - . -··. \_ -···•·,._ _--- •• -._ ··--- --, ....... ···- .. . - . ... - ...... -.. 

During this period, the Onited States had established 

effective communications through intermediaries. with, responsible 

Iranian officials and reached agreement with them on a basis for 

ending the crisis. But it had been unable to reach the other, 

more powerful political group, the religious leadership, which 
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had blocked the agreed solution. The divisions within Iran 
.. ·- -··-··--···-··· -------· 

·continued to frustrate a resolution of the problem.--------·--·--·-- ---- ... - ...... ··-. •••••• •• . . . 

VI.I. The· Fourth Stage: Maximum Pressure and the Rescue 
Mission (April--May). 

It became plain in e·arly April that the internal power 

.struggle in _Iran was preventing an early end to the crisis. 

The United. States had made· concerted efforts to resolve the 

matter. through negotiations, which had failed because of the 

absence of centralized authority within Iran. A contest for 

control of the new Parliament stalled any constructive steps 

by the Iranian leadership to ·resolve the problem. With pol-

•itical divisiveness growing within Iran, it was the judgment 

of the Administration that precise and very firm action had 

to be taken to end the crisis before the hostages were further 

endangered. 

Accordingl¥f _e>n_?,:pi;:il . 7 __ th~ __P;:_~sident announced a series 

of actions against Iran which the United States had considered --···- ---------··----- -----····--·--·-----·· ----- .. . . . . . - . . . . ····- ..... . 

in the past but withheld in the interest of obtaining a nego-

tiated release of the hostages. First, the United States broke 

diplo~;tic re{~~ions with Iran and declared all Iranian diplo

matic and consular personnel and military trainees persona non 

grata, obliging them to leave the United States. 

Second, the United States put. into effect official economic 

sanctions in accordance with the provisions of the·resolution 

vetoed in the UN Security Council on January 13. This provided 
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a legal barrier to the shipment of U.S. goods--with the exception 

of food and medicine--to Iran. Trade between the United States 

-and Iran had already come _to a virtual halt because of. political 

uncertainties, the• pressure of public opinion, and the freezing 
i,-• I·.. '. 

of Iran's as·sets. ,.. \,, 
( ' 

Third, the United ~;t,ate·s ordered a formal inventory of the 
·1:1 

assets of the Irariian Go~~~.~ment frozen by the November order and 
1 

of all claims against. Ira!),, .. with the purpose of designing a 

possible program for handi.i'ng:: the claims. 
,;' \ ·, . 

,, ., 

Fourth,. all visas heid b Iranian citizens were invalidated.,,-Y 

The President directed that Ao new visas would be issued except 
\11 

for compelling and proven. humanitarian reasons or where· the u.s . .. , I 

national interest required. 'fhe u_nited States earlier had directed 
I . -· . .. . . •• 

I.
that all Iranian applications for new visas·be subjected to a 

: I
I;,

special security check to prevent potential terrorists from reach-
1 

ing the United States, 

On April 17, as a further indication of U.S. determination to 

demonstrate to Iran the cost of holding hostages, the President 

announced additional measures against Iran: 

-- All financial transfers to Iran were prohibited, with 

the _exception of those licensed by Treasury or those related to 

gathering news~ 

All imports from Iran to the United States were banned.. 

American citize.ns were prohibited from traveling to Iran, 

with the exception of journalists and persons expressly authorized 

by the Secretaries of State and Treasury. 
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In addition, the President mentioned other steps that might 

be taken--including legislation for processing of,'claims against 

Iran, prohibition of shipments of food and medicine, and inter

ruption of Iran's access to international communications--if' 

progress were-not made toward release of.the hostages. • 

D1,1ring these weeks~ the President and his. advisors were also 

considering the feasibility of a rescue mission. The possibility 

of mounting a rescue mission had been explored from the outset of 

the crisis, and planning and practice for a re.scue attempt were 

placed in motion early in November 1979. The planners.faced a 

. difficult set of circumstances, including the rapidly changing 

Iranian political scene, uncertainty about the captors' intentions 

and their capabilities, the hostility of Iranians toward the United 

States, and the harsh environment and distances .to be covered. 

By the end of November, planning and operations had progressed 

to the point that mission commanders had developed confiden·ce in 

their ability to proceed with the rescue. The commanders recognized 

that substantial additional practice was needed, and they conducted 

training missions in the western United States throughout December. 

sy·January, helicopters and other equipment had been transferred 
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to ships in the area and final landing sites selected. In early 

February the mission commanders concluded they had the capability 

to mount a. successful ·rescue. There was a delay of several w~eks, 

however, because diplomatic activity still held a ser_ious prospect 

for obtaining the release of the· hostages. 

By April, when that diplomatic activity seemed blocked, the 

commanders or the joint task force recommended April 24 as the 

day for the rescue. The President personally approved the plan 

on April 11 .. 

The mission began with 8 helicopters flying toward the staging 

point in the eastern desert .. Two helicopters were lost en route.. 

The failure of the third helicopter at the staging point necessi-
. . •• • • ··--··--- ·--·· ·-·· 

tated a decision to terminate the mission. In the attempt eight 
i
i airmen lost their lives and five· others were seriously injured.
I., •••• --- ·-----·- - ·--····· - • -- • -·-·•·· .... .,. 

The rescue miss ion· was· planned as a precise action in Tehran 

to pick up the hostages, both in the Embassy compound and in the 

Foreign Ministry, and to remove them safely from Iran. No attack 

on the Iranian Government or on units not involved in holding the 

hostages was planned·. However, the Iranian Government reaction 

to the mission was to describe it as an effort to overthrow the 

revolutionary regime. 

Diplomatic discussions concerning the release of the ho1:1tages 

were naturally stalled in the immediate aftermath of the abortive 

rescue mission. Tehran was again agitated by anti-U,S. demon

strations. Considerable effort was required to secure the return 

of the bodies of the eight deceased. servicemen to their families 
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in the United States. Archbishop Hillarion Capucci, who had 

travelled to Iran· in February to ·visit -some of the hostages in 

the compound and again at Easter with American clergy, was help

ful in arranging for the release of the bodies. 

The reaction of the militants to the rescue mission was to 
--- ·-··-···---------·······-·· --·- - •• -·- . ···--- -. -

threaten the lives of the hostages, to transfer them to separate,,. 
• ----· --

locations···-rn Iran, and to interrupt the very limi_ted movement 
··-·········------- •• ····--·--· 

, 
--·------,. ----. .. . - -- . ·-

of mail to the families. Previously,_ there had been some slight 

improvement in contacts with the hostages. There were TV films 

of the religious services at Eastern, and on April 14, for the

first time, all of the hostages were visited by the Red Cross 

and:. aliowed to send br~ef messages to their families. After ·April, 

no outsiders were permitted to visit the hostages until Christmas. 

From the beginning of the crisis, volunteers, including 

hostage family members, worked with the Iran Working Group to 

maintain contacts with the widely scattered families of. the 

hostages and to keep them informed of developments to the maximum 

extent possible. In.April, the'family members formed the Family 
,. ---- .....~- ·-:: .. . . -- . ---· -· ..... ·- . 

. Liaison Action Group (FLAG), which.as its first act sent a dele-

gatioil on April 22 to Europe to __ ~_~e_k_ the support_of Eu_ro:i;,ean 
·---· ----·-·----- - -------·-•·· ... 

leaders for fr_':E:~:1<J.... _t_ile __hos~_<l-S.'=~. Later, FLAG sent ·appeals to 

the Islamic Conference. FLAG met regularly with the President-· 

and the Secretary of State and helped -to organize meetings of 

hostage families throughout the United States. These efforts 

successfully emphasized the humanitarian interest in release of 

the hostages and provided important moral support to the-deeply 
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concerned families around the country. Without question, the 

steadfast performa-nce of these troubled families during months 
. ·-··--- ·----·- -----· ·--- ···--···----···. 

of intens·e emotional ·strain was magnificent. These famili~s 

wer~ true heroes of the efforts to free-the hostages. 

On May· 24, 1980, the International Court ·of Justice ruled 

,conclusively in the United States' favor. in i t_s case against Iran. 

The Court issued a final judgment unanimously confirming that 

Iran's takeover of the Embassy and continued holding of hostages 

were inadmissible in a civilized international order and could 

not_ be justified -by past or current grievances,· real or imagined. 

The Court noted that the holding of.the hostages "is unique and 
. - ·- ·-··-··-· ·--·- y--· •·--·-·--·· ··--·--·--···....·---···-··--·-· •• ---·- ---··-----·--· ••••••• •••• - ------·····-· .... 

of particular gravity." I-t also unanimously decided that no 
___________ ....................... ··- ........... ·-------· -· .......______ ·-· 

hostage could be placed on trial or required to be a witness. 
-----· . ,_,.,.__ . ___ -·--·· .----··----- ~-- ,_,__ .,. .. ·-···. ----·-

By a majority of 12-3, the Court decided that Iran has an. 

obligation to make repa-ration to the United· States for the injuries ___.;.___________________ . 
suffered as a result of .the hostage seizure. The United States 

---------·---·---·------------· -· .......... -.... 
immediately called on the Iranians to comply with the Court's 

judgment and redoubled its efforts in the UN to ensure that all 

nations recognized the justice of its efforts to free the hostages. 

Meanwhile, during April the United States had been-in touch --- . . .. . . . .. . . --· ... ....... -- - - . .. .. . . . 
with the countries of the European Community and Japan about their 

imposition of sanctions on Iran. Their sanctions were agreed to 

on May 17, and went into effect shortly thereafter. The measures 

varied in details between.countries, but their general effect was 

to make it increasingly difficult for Iran to purchase needed 

supplies from abroad. In addition, Iran's demand· for higher oil 
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prices led its Japanese and western European customers to cease • 

purchases of.Iranian oil. This reduction-in oil sales and avail-· 

aqle income dealt a significant· blow 'to the ·Iranian economy.-. . .. . . . . 

•. :t"he f_r~eze_ of _I~anian assets cont-~nued durit?-9 this period,. 

~s --~-t. di_ci _t~rough~1:1t. t!le. ~ri_si_5.. I!.1_. !.i?P!~!l!.~!1:!;j.ijg__ :!;1.I!! f_r_e!ze, 

Treasury sought to maximize its impact on Iran by limiting
. ·- • ·-· . --· ..... - ·-· .. 

exceptions to hardship, health, and hunger situations~ 
. ... . .. ··- -----· . . . . - .... 

At the 

same time, attempts. were made to minimize .harm to u.s. commercial 

interests. Thus, for example, licenses were· issued allowing pay

ments of up to $500,000 out of blocked funds to ~mall u.s. 
entities· whose existence might otherwise have been threatened 

and to aut~~rize Iran _to bring· previously unblocked money _into 

the United States to pay obligations to United States persons 

and entities. In order to avoid hardships and the de·velopment 

of new irritants that could adversely affect the hostage issue, 

Treasury also alJ,owed Iran to bring _in new money to prov.ide for 

the support of Iranian students here. The overall impact of the 

freeze, however, was severely to curtail economi~ contact between 

Iran and the United States. This caused significant problems for 

banks and businesses that had previously been active in Iran. 

·rn the first month of the freeze, regulations were adopted 

permitting the filing of litigation against Iran_i and over 200 

lawsuits were filed here and abroad; These suits generally 

asserted monetary claims against Iran or its entities and sought 

to attach various assets. The regulations allowed the lawsuits, 

but prohibited the entry of judgments affecting the frozen assets; 
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and we urged judges to defer action on these lawsuits pend~ng 

resolution of the hostage crisis. This position was not accepted 

by all judges, and rulings have been· made by lower courts on 

issues in some of the lawsuits. The resolution of. these lawsuits 

and the claims underlying them t:emain an issue bet·ween Iran and 

the United States. 

VIII. The. Fifth Stage: The Buildup of Pressure and Diplomatic
Activity (May--August). 

At the end of_May the Administration conducted a comprehen-
. -···-. 

sive___r~yJ_~w. ..o_f. _p_~s.t ~11_9-__:i;,_,:=,s~~bl_e new efforts to free the hostages·.. • 

The Iranians steadfastly maintained· that the new Parliament would . . • • •• ·-· • •• . ••• - -•. . - ... - . .. .. . ....... - ·- ... --- ·•·- ·-· - - -. . 

determine Iran's posit;ion.. O!?- _th~. qostage question.· The. -new Parliament . ····-······~·· ...... •... --., .......... ·······-·-------

had riot yet been org_anized, nor had a Prime Minister and Cabinet been 

appointed to lead a. new governme~t. The political infighting in Iran 

foretold that such fundamental political decisions would be reach&d 

only with great difficulty. 

In_ these circumstances the Pr._e~-~-~~-~~- _c:31:_cided that U.S. measures
••• -----·---··•··-·------ . 

in the succeeding weeks should emphasize:.... -..... -.--- . ..... ,, . . . .. .. . . . . •· . .. •, 

---Assuring that the sanctions were strictly applied and allow-
••••• •••••••••••-••••••••••u-• 

ing time for their effect to sink in and for the Iranians to perceive 

that it was increasingly in their interest to end the crisis. 

I_ntensifying diplomatic activity a1:1d contacts by other 

parties to 
. 

explain--· to 
. .. 

the . Iranians- the .. harsh
,'. 

consequences. . . .... .. • . for Iran . .. . . .. ..... 

and its..r:.evo_lut;i_oll_-of allowing the hostage crisis to c_ontintie, . -- --·- • 

-- Playing down the public diplomacy _aspect of our crisis 
-·-· ···-- . --····-····--•··----- ·- .. --

management in order to give the Iranians time and a certain degree 
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of calm to work out a reasonable ·way o_ut of the crisis. 

This approach• was pursued throughout the summer, but especially 

in June, when there was a marked increase in the number of contacts 

with Iranian leaders and fo·reign diplomatic sources in Tehra_n . 
. , 

After the rescue mission Iranian spo_kesmen began again· to demand 

that. some or all of the hostages be placed on trial. We emphasized· 

in our diplomatic_ contacts and those of our intermediaries our total 

opposition to any procedure that ·would endanger o.r. humiliate the 

hostages in violation of international law. Apparently in response 

to this message, the threats of trial subsided. 

In early June the Iranians convened an international ·conference 

to air evidence·of "U.p. complicity• with the Shah's regime and 
. ----·· --- ........ ·-

alleged efforts to bring down ·the revolut
0

ionary government. we··: •• 

refused to validate passports for a group of Americans who wished 
·----·------------·· -·-····--------·~- ... -· --····-· ···-------- .. •... - - . .. ---

to travel to the conference on the ground that it was strictly a 
------ ··-------

propaganda device, unlikely to make any progress.toward· a fair 

resolution of the crisis. That judgment proved to be correct. 

In June, European Socialis~ leaders in touch with the.United 

States sought to persuade the Iranian authorities to release the 

hostages. Messrs. Kreisky of Austria, Palme o_f _S_'ileden, and 
.. - .... __ ! ••••• 

Gonzales of Spain traveled to Iran to attempt t:o .. co11yiQce the 
0 • H • 00 

Iranians of the harm being done to their country by the contin-.. ... --···· 

uing crif!iS. Similar arguments were put to the Iranian Foreign 

Minister when he met with the Socialist International in Oslo. 

Throughout the summer, the atmosphere did slowly and haltingly 

improve, despite Iranian accusations in July of American backing 
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•' 

for a military coup. 'There were fewer and smaller mobs in front 

of the Embassy, and Iranian rhetoric.generally subsided. On July 11, 
·------·-· -... -

hostage Richard Queen was suddenly released by the Iranian author-
··· ,,..._ - - -----·-·- _______ ..,_,____ .. ·-·-··- ........ ---- .. - -· .. - ... 

. . 
ities for h.umanitarian reasons ... • Queen had been stricken by multip~e. 

•• •n •"•••••• •<o • • , .. ••• •• •• .. • •• 

sclerosis during his captivity itnd was .returned home to a heartfelt 

national welcome . 

.On July 23, an Iranian who opposed the Khomeini regime was 

assas-sinated in Bethesda, and three_ Americans associated with 

Iranian revolutionaries in ·this cou.ntry were linked to -the attack. 

Several days- later, at the end of clashing pro- and anti-Khomeini 

demonstrations in Washington, about 2·00 +ranian students were 

arrested. Their refusal to cooperate. with the police and immigra

tion· authorities led to scuffle:5 as they were arrested and to 

their. detention for about 10 days. Television and news reports 

of the students' arrests again fanned anti-American feelings in. . . ' . . 
Iran and led to large demonstrations against the United St_ates .. 

That response ·quickly subsided, however, when ·the' students finally 

decided to cooperate with the authorities and were released. 

On July 27 , ....t.be. Shah ...died . in....Cai-ro--thus--removing entirely...... ·- --·· --·· .---· 

the original stimulus that _!=,r,ig_ge,;r:e.cl ..t:!'le...~.etz_ure of the Embassy.
-·- .. - .. - .. -··· .. ----· -------· -·-·- .. . ... . "•·-•···•· ... 

However, there was ,no change in the. lr.anian _pqsi:t.i.on, .. which.. had 
. ---- .. -·····-· .................,--~---,..·-- ·-······-· ---·---······ ••••••• 

shifted ~~~111- ~~111-~~~~- -~_c:,_;...~b.e. _re:tur.n . .9.f ,the... SJH!h. t,o a. generalized 

nattack on impe:r.ialism.. " 
___..... -----

At the end of t_~i.s _stag_e,___s.anct.ions-We.:c:e-Glearly hurting the 
.. . . - . 

Iranian economy, which wa·s already weake_11e9. .PY. the revolutionary.. . . .... _. ·--- ..... --·. -- . . ..... - ·----·--- ···----~· -- .. - ---

turmoil. President Bani-Sadr, an· economist, .a_cknowledged that 
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the sanctions had added 25 percent-or--more-·to··· the· hi h rate of········ ... ····· .............. ···-· -···. •··••· ......••....•_g__ ...•••. ·-

inflation. Iran's industrial establishm':3!!.t.J,,'.~Fi-.9P-e.r_ia,_t;Jng _at .. less 

than 30 percent ·of normal. The continued freeze of.Iranian assets ....... ··········-·--- ··-····· .... -. - .... -· . --·····-.. -···-· --

( in excess of ~9- b.illion) and the virtual cutoff in Iran's oil in-

0 •••"••• ••••• ,, .. , 0 ••• ••••• ,,.H• --- -------• 

- • ••• . --.-. ·- --·--·-·--··-·-·· . . --- - . - .. - ·-· _.. • . 

come were creating serious problems for Iran's banking and fiscal---· ......• ____ --- ........... ---·- ······-- ···- . . .... ·: • . . .. • •.... -·-·· ··-

_sys_l:~l]!S.• Plainly, even to many hardline revolutionaries, _the __dis-

advantages..to _Ira~ _o~ . .5:c:,n t:_~_:1ll~n~-- _to hold th_e J1osta~~s were beg:_~!ming 

to- be apparent.... ....... 

IX. The Sixth Stage: Intensified Diplomatic Exchanges (Mid-August-
January). • 

By mid-August, after month_~ of b~tter __ politic_al,___i:;truggle, the 
'~-- ·-----·-· --------· ······-·---·------ . . -------------

necessary Iranian political :;;tr~cture. for. d.eali11g w~_th the hostage•·•······ ------ .. -·---· ...... 

crisis seemed to be in place. The Parliament had been organized and 
•• •-••-••••••-••••••• •••-•••-•••-• ••••• ••••• h• •-••·• 

Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani was named _President __or _Speaker. Mohamme< 
0 •H O •· ••·-··• 0 ••-••••-•· •• 

Ali Rajai was apJ;)rove~ as ~rime__~inist!"!_r_,· along with a majority of hiE 

Cabinet. There were expectations that the Parliament would soon turn 

its attention to the hostages. The United States decided that the 

moment was ripe for more ·di:i;~qj;___g.l\9...intJmi..ive. diplol!lacy. . ... ···- ......---·-···· ............ . 

The first of a sert~.S .of. ..p.e.r.soo.a.l . .J,.e.t.ters .. troll\ u. s_. officials 

to the new Ir~_rii,_a~. _leaders_ was sent __in August. In an initiative 

that" originated in the House of Representatives, 187 members signed 
_, _______ -- -------- - . . ·--

a letter to Rafsanjani urging that the new Parliament give priority 
.. --·· ····--····-~-·-·· ---·--·----- --- ····--·· --·--· ···- • 

attention to the hostages. Speaker Rafsanjani's oral reply, while 
-___ --- -·-·-·· -----. ------···"'- -~----··· 

critical of the Congressional approach, held out some prospect for 

further exchanges. Accordingly, a ·second Congressional letter 

signed by Congressmen Gilman and Hamilton was sent on September 15. 
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Throughout the crisis, the Administration had_k_ep_t__the Con-
,. -- ·-······-- . --·-·--------------- - . 

gress fully_ informed of developments. The President, Secretary,
- ....... ---- . ----···· -·· ·•··---·-···-··--·-----· . --.·. ______.., 

Deputy Secretary, and other officers met regularly with Senators 
,.,••••••••••• ••• ·, •••• ""'•••• ••·· ••• -"•••••• ••••••••• "•• •-•n•• .. , •••• •• ,,., '' •• • •• 

and Congressmen to share as·sessments ~f__ events. The Congress 
...... - - --· ·-···· ... ·-·' -···- ----···---. -------- --

• clearly understood ·the difficulty and delicacy of the·complex 

situation· and was helpful and fully supportive of the efforts 

' pursued by the Executive Branch to gain freedom for the hostages. 

The long months of the hostage crisis showed how effectively Con

gress and the Executive Branch can cooperate to protect the national 

interest.-

On their own initiative, the f_~Ill~!_ies of th_e 1:1_ostages wrote ..... ---------- __,.,_____________________ ·-··--

to. Speaker Rafsanjani on September 13, urging that the Parl-iament 
.. ----. _______.,,.........-----------.--------:· --- --------·······--···· --·.. - . . . . 

consider release of the hostages on humanitarian grounds and 

offering to meet with him for discussions. Like the Congression-
·- -··------------ ------~-- -~ 

al letters, this one was read to the Parliament, but there was 
--- ----

no 

response. 

T.he S:cr:e_tai:;t' c,_f _S_!:_at;_~_ -~r;:2.t.~...1;9. ?r,i._1!1~__1'1_in_ti;_t;_~~ R_a_j_ a~ .. on 

August 31 and again on September 30. In addition, papers spelling 
.... --· ······•·······- ..... ··••"·•·····-·•·•·· .... 

\ out the U. s. __g_e.ne.i:::~l_. p.9_i;1J_!;JQ!1.. 9.A-.~~-. ~-~-s i,_c_ elements of a settle-
1 • 
Iment along _:1:_e __ li~e~_ of the ___Janua:_~-~i~~p~i~t paper were conveyed 

\ to key Iranian leaders duri,l}g September . 
. -·- - --- -···---~-·--·-·-·· ·-·---··-- . 

In August and early September, it became evident that the 

political situation in Tehran was beginning.to coalesce and 

lines of authority .were becoming clearer. Concurently, 

the view that holding the hostages was more of a liability 
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than a benefit appeared to gain strength among the Iranian leader~ 

ship. The early widespread support for holding the hostages was 

outweighed by the very heavy price Iran ~as paying economi9.ally 
i • •*··· ·--•····· -- •··--·- • • ··-- • 

! and in terms of internat:ional. isolation.. The judgment .that the 
{ -·· ..... .. ... ••• - . ···-······--······------

revolution was mo;-_e endc1ngereq_J;l)._~!:l....helpe_9-__l?y _t:he hostage situa-
. ··-- ------

tion seemed increasingly to be acce~~ed . 
. . ······- .. ·- - ---- -····-. 

On September ..12_ K~:>meini ~~a_t_e~ b_r~_~f~y in a _sE,e.~cl_,l___?_n a 

l~r_C]._e: _im_J?_j_e.c:t th~.. ~qr.icti,tJ9_ns_ t1:lc1t: t,he )?_gi;li_ament _s_hq_uld_ set 

for the release of the hostages. These were: . . •........ ·--· --------- ------· 

return of frozen assets; 

return of property 'taken illegally by ~he Shall_; 

cancellation of financial claims against Iran; and 
·•·· ----------- ---- - -----·---------------- ·-· • ·•··--· ----·-··•·. 

a pledge not to interfere in Iran's. internal __ .1!ffairs . ..-------. . ' • 

Al though broadly stated and not precisely defined, t,!:1ese__condi_t;lpns 

provided the structure for an_a_g_i:_e_e_ment.- An additional step was 
- ··-·····•··-·-·-·--··---·· - •. --·-·-- •. ~- ------·-·-~----------·- --···•··----

the establishment of a Commissic;m j,_11 tl).e _Parliament to recommend 

-to the Parliament the conditions for the hostages' release. 

In private contacts in mid~September we were able to clarify. . .. .. ... . . - .·- . .. . . . .... 

and explain i_:1 _gr_E!~te~ detail _our po_si ~ion on the various condi

tions outlined by Khomeini. Further exchanges were envisioned .to . --- ..... ---- -- --

try t~ expedite the process in Tehran to permit the hostages to 

be returned as promptly as possible. However,-- ........ before . further . . 

exchanges could be arranged, positive movement on the hostage 

issue was sharply interrupted in late September by the Iraqi 

• 
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-military strike__ against_Ira11_ and t:!:i~ __o~t_'?_reak ·of hostilities 

between .the twp .c.o.untr.ies... 
. - .-- - --- -----·--· ·-

The Iraq-Iran ·conflict had two effects on the hostage 

situation, one ·immediate and one more delayed. In the short 
- ........ -- -·--·· ···-· ... ff •• , •• - ,,.,, ,--· ... -

term, the I_ranian __ leadersh_ip___shif-ted __its__attention· almost ex-
.. ···•--·-····--·--·--·· . ~---- ----------------·-··· - ·--' . • 

clusiv_ely to t_he_..!>'A.!::,.. and its interest in a resolution-of the 
·-------····· --·--···· 

i hostage situation was concomitantly reduced. However, as the ------------ ·----··i 
I 

war. continued, the costs of holding the hostages were starkly
! 

• / fel_:_by Iran. The combination of.diplomatic isolation, an 

economy severely strained by sanctions, the draw-down of fin

ancial reserves which were not replenishecj by much reduced oil 

\ 
' ' 

sales, and the g_eneral unavailability of military resupply, all 
i 

\ dramatized for Iran the high price it was paying for holding the 

hostages. 

Although the hostilities had interrupted the momentum that 

was building on the hostage issue, we continued to press for 

release. We attempted to reinforce those in Tehran who were 

arguing that.the war-demonstrated Iran's need to resolve the 

hostage crisis and end its international isolation. During
------·-···-· 

Oc_t_?_~<,!-~ --~~-s.ent ..a. number of indi rec.t messages __to_ the__ I~_<3-n_i~n 

leadership, which stressed that a resolution·of the issue was to . . . . 

our mutual benefit and refined further the actions we would be
···-•· ., ., '•. .. ' . 

willing to take in the context of a general settlement of the 
. . ... " - ··• ......... - . •·---- ·-·-··-- .... ' ····--·- --~---· . . ... 
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hostage issue. With increasing frequency as the U.S. elections 

drew closer, Iranian leaders spoke in more positive terms of _ 
····• .... ···--· .... ··-······-. ·-· -·-· ·--- ... ------

release. 

:E>rim~ Minister Raj ai visited New York o_n October 16-19. 
•···•••••.. •·········-········-·········;· > 

During the Prime Minister's effort to focus world attention on 

Iran's grievances in its conflict with Iraq, numerous inter-

I locutors told him that Iran could not; expect support from the
i -·- --- . . . ... . .. . • 

( world communit;y __g_S ....li:mg. _as .~t continued to hold the hostages.·-····-····- ...... --· •••....,..... ··--- ':' ---· .. . . ·- -

Illustrating the importance to Iran of a prompt resolution 

of the hostage· crisis, the Parliament's Commission completed its 

work despite .the war with Iraq and reported to the -full Parliament 
• ••-•-• •-•-••••-••--•- ,,_., ~•-"•••-•n•--•••••~•• ••••-•••"•••• • ><• ••i •• • • • ••-••• • • ' • ' ••~••••••••• 

during the last week of October. The Majlis (Parliament) held 

several closed sessions without reaching- a--decision. When a vote 

wa:s. scheduled for October 30, hard-line members- blocked the 

session by preventing a quorum. Finally, on Novem.b.~r-i., . .the. __ .- .. ···- - . ------ . -----· .• 

Majlis adopted the Commission's recommendations elaborating 
i ............. --· .... --- ......... "---· ........... 

'·Khomeini's conditions for releasing the hostages. 
---"* ... --· " ------ -··-· ••• -······-.-··- ........, .-. • • •• • - • • •• •••• •·· ··,··-••_; •• - ·- •••• •· • • . 

The Majlis Resolution demanded that the u.s.: 

pledge not to interfere in the affairs of Irani 

lift the freeze on Iranian assets and put all these 

assets at. the disposal of Irani 

cancel all economic and financial sanctions against 

Iran, cancel all U.S. claims against Iran, and ·assume 

financial responsibility for any claim_s made against Iran: 
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return to Iran the assets of the Shah and his close 

relatives. 

In return, Ira~--~~~-~d __:_-=_lea~<:____t_~~--h_°.~_tages_ g.:.~dually as the 

U.S. implemented t;he__sti.pul;'~t;_~g_ £2_ndit_i'?~S: __ If the U.S. did not 

meet Iranian demands, the hostages would be tried. 
• .. --·- ··-··-·- -·-···--···- ···-··--·------!::. 

In a public statement that was conveyed to Iranian officials 

by the Swiss, the President termed the Majlis action of taking a 

position "a significant development" and_ a positive basis for 

moving toward an honorable and peaceful solution to the crisis. 

He said we would not be influenced by the impending U.S. elec-

tions in dealing with the issue and any action we took would be 

consistent with our vital national interests and national honor and 

in full accordance with our laws and Constituion. Deputy Secretary 

of State Christopher and a small team of advisors began at once 

to form~late a U.S. response to the Majlis Resolution. 

A Committee headed by Minister of State for Executive Affairs 

Nabavi was also established in the office of Prime Minister Rajai 

to deal with all aspects of the hostage crisis. In the initial 

stages, this group had little flexibility and saw its role 

as the strict implementation of the Majlis Resolutio"n as if it 

were a binding law.· Rajai designated Alge_ria as the sole cont;act 

for communications between Iran and the U.S. on the hostage issue. ... .. . . . 

On November 3, Algerian Ambassador Malek delivered the official 
-- ··---·- - -··· --- .. . • . •. 

text of the Majlis Resolution t'?_ ,t_he___~tate __Department. 
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Following the passa_ge of thEl Majlis Resolut.ion, the militant 
.. ··-·---

captors met with Khomeini an9 .. t?..~.9 -~--~~ ..~~E!Y ~~shE!~-~-~ ~.u::ri__ .9;:'.er 
. . 

custody of the hostages to the Government. Khomeini praised 
. . •• . ·-·. ·---- •. ·------ . --- -··-· - .. . ..... ______.:,_______ •·• 

their revo.lutionary act and •agreed to the transfer. Despite 
--- ... . . -· . -· . - --

.• _cqnfl icting reports in the weeks that followed, the Government 

did not publicly acknowledge tha):_ it had definitely assumed 

custody of all of the hostages_ until early January. 

On November 10 Mr. Christopher and his team flew to Algiers 

to.deliver the U.S. response and to explain it in detail so that 

the Alger_ian representatives would be prepared to answer the 

questions of the authorities in Tehran. 

I 25X9, E.0.13526 
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During this period we sought through the Swiss and Algerians 

to arrange foF pastoral visits at Christmas to th~ hostages. ·Al~ 

though at first our requests. were turned aside, ·on Christmas Eve 

the ·Pap?l Nuncio and three Iranian clergymen were allowed to 

visit the hostages and TV films were made. On Christmas day the 

Algerian Ambassador in Tehran was allowed to see each of the 52 

hostages and to collect TV tapes, ph_otographs_ and messages for 

the families. These were the first contacts the hostages had 

had .with an outsider since April. 

On Decemb~r f$. Raj ai ma_de publ_ic ·\;he. Irani.an· response and, 
" ... -·· - -· • 

in part, the U.S. position of December. 4, adding his own comments. 
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To remov_e __ c111x. _co_n~1::1sion we _i;_eleased to the press on ·oecembe'r 29 ... •-"· .. --··· 

I25X9, E.0.13526 
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this crisis _t~~-- ?..: -~-.:._h':.sThroughout remained__ fai thfu.l ..to 

fundamental principles. we have obtained the safe release of 
- . 

the hostages and we have preserved national honor _<ind !)1i_1;_i,.9Qal 
. . -·· .. -· . -·--··-·-- ·-·-- . 

interests. We have not paid r_ansom; the moriey consigned to 
... . . -.. --- .. -

Iran is its own property. we did not agree to the return of 

the Shah's wealth, except insofar as U.S. courts upheld Iranian 
-··· ····--·-- -· . _............ ----- ...... ---·····.. •• • •.-- . ...... 

claims to the proJ;)erty .• We have· agreed to block the t~ansfer 

of_ ~~y. propei;t_it:!_i; __ l;>'?.:)..9!'.1.9.!.!lg__ ~o ~tie Sl"J.a_h 's estate t_hat may be 

located here while U.S. courts determine legal ownership. We - ......... - .... ·- ····· ·- '"• . ..................... 
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told_ Ir:1111_,_ as w_e 1-?OU,!.d_ ~_ny_ 9_th~r. COLllltry, that we would inform 
- -- __., • ••-- -•H •••• -

the U.S. courts of_ our position that claims by Iran.seeking 

:recovery of the Shah's assets are not legally barred here .bY 

sovereign immunity or by the act of state doctrine_. 

·The··good offices of Algeria _during the final state of 

discussions was of crucial _i_mpo:rtance_. The Algerian inter

mediaries carried out their :responsibilities in a thoroughly • 

professional and fair manner. The Governments of Algeria and 

of.our protecting power, Switzerland, whose diplomats worked 

tirelessly throughout the crisis, have made a ma-jo:r and vital 

contribution to the settlement ·of this crisis. 

x. The Future (Contingent on ultimate successful outcome) 

The United States retains an interest in the preservation 
j 

'of Iran's te_:r:ri torial integ:ri ty and in the. development of insti-
~-------,.. -·-· --- -

jtutions in Iran that will permit stable government by leaders 
l .. .. . . .. . .... --

, chosen by the Iranian people. There is no other route to pol

itical stability in post-revolution Iran. We want to see an 

Iran that is independent·and strong and able to enjoy respect· 

among the nations of the world through adherence to standards 

of international law and accepted conduct between nations. 

At the same time, we realize that many Iranians believe 

they have serious grievances against the United States, just as 

many Americans believe they have been seriously wronged by Iran. 

The bitterness that exists on both sides will !equire much time 

to heal_. But both countries share important mutual interests. 

Both want to see Iran preserve its integrity and avoid the fate 
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of Afghanistan. The people of both Iran and the United States 

want to see Iran develop the free and effective political 

and economic institutions that will enable the country .to 

realize its vast potential. 
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	to establish cqntact with the hostages, to ease their conditions of confinement, and to enable them to communicate with their families. 
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	. -...... -·--·· ·-··-····-----· ·······-... -·-.. ··-·····•·• ··-•. ·····-......... . 
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	-. .. ·-----·--· -·-· ········-··· ... -·· ---·
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	.. ....-·--·-· ·-·· ., ··---·. . .......... ···--•• ••• . Changing demands and the prolonged· detention of the 
	' .... -·· -... --. . . . -·-. .. ... .. ., .. . 
	• hostages were determined mainly by the political
	.._·-· . ·-...... .. . . balance in Tehran. Throughout the crisis·, we 
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	. . .................. --·-· ... -·-· ............. • ----····· ··
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	. .. .. . ... 
	election and organization of the Parliament. 
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	As the Iranian political pro_qe_ss __mpy_ed haltingly
	. -··-··--···--·-·--------·------··-.... ,........... ' • • . .......,,.
	' 
	through its various stages of development, we shifted 
	the emphasis of our approach between me.asures to in
	-----··-------····. --............. ...... ,. 
	crease Iran's isolation and -steps to open the way to an agreed resolution, Only after almost a year, ·when a d~gree of political .coherence had been . -. ----. 
	' 
	achieved in Tehran, 'could there be useful discussions 
	about a possible agreement. These discussious 
	.\... ... -~. • -... -..... . .... . 
	covered ·terms the United States had been willing to 
	accept for the release of the_ hostages. 
	Fo_r__the___!!l:C,s_t: part, the ~-~rff,IS __were developed J::c:om 
	positions es.tablished during the_ Ji:z::5-t _three months 
	----.... -· .. . ,..... -
	·of the crisis. Most of the terms th.at formed the basis 
	of the final proposals we made in November 1980-January 
	1981 were essentially those. set forth in November. _and 
	• -----
	December 1979 and elaborated in January_l980, when the 
	-----...._______ -------·,··-···· ---------· --
	first systematic effort to negotiate a scenario 
	for release of the hostages began. Where the con
	tent of a possible agreement changed, it was to deal with changing circumstances in the volatile 
	and complex revolutionary environment in Iran. The crisis in U.S. relations with Iran disrupted 
	extensive and complex financial, business, and commer
	cial relationships between U.S. firms and individuals 
	and their Iranian counterparts. This has resulted 
	in significant losses and sacrifice on both sides. 
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	The effort to free· the hostages ha_s involved .hungreds of thousands of hours by_9JJ;:j,ci~:J,.~ in_!;he U.S. Gov
	..•.• --·····----·~-···-··•···· . . . ·-··-------•,•·· ........ ernment, including the President and his most senior 
	. --------···· .... --··'--··.···•·""•••--"·· --~----------··---------. ----------advisors. There has been an equally massive devotion 
	of energy by _the families of the hostages,. p_rfY.ate 
	····-·-..:-;. ,.,c. • 
	American citizens, and dedicated officials and
	·····•".._._, ___ , ····--· ~--·••·• , ... ··' .... 
	ci_tizens of other nations. 
	]il.arely has an event so gripped .the attention qf .the world in peacetime and rarely has the world 
	-----. ... -· .. . . .. been so united in its outrage at a violation of 
	--------------·-------. ·······-•-·-···--··· -········-....,..... 
	elementary principles of religion, international 
	----··• ···-··--·-.., ______ --------·-~------............ -. 
	law, and commo_n .. decency. 
	'
	II. Background.. 
	I 
	American foreign policy since world War II has consistentlf recognized the ·strategic, political, and economic importance of Iran. Each American Administration has sought to develop close relations with the Iranian Government and the-Iran-ian people to strengthen that country arid to protect vital American interests iri the Middle East. During the three decades after the war, the. United States assisted materially in developing Iran.' s economic and military strength through ai~ programs and commercial ties
	Great numbers of young Iranians were educated in the United States to return home to participate in their, nation's development. 
	The Iranian· revolution of. Febr_uary 1979 profoundly affecteq· 
	U.S. relations with Iran. The closeness of our association with 
	SECRBS:' 
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	' 
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	the government of the Shah produced deep suspicion and hostility 
	among the. revolutionary leadership. Iran's new leaders tended 
	to attack. all past U.S. actions, disregarding the positive con
	. ' 
	tributions we had made to Iranian develop~ent. They charged 
	·.....; 
	that the United States had. imposed on Ira.A: 'since 1953 a govern-
	It· .
	I • 
	ment that was oppressive and cor_rupt, that'1.:a:onsistently violated 
	i\1 • 
	!:.: ! 
	human rights, and that was insens.itive to tlh!e... traditional values 
	.r·
	of Iran's Islamic society. 
	; : :, ,•;j 
	The O:nit.~_d. St~te_s __g_etermined shortly af,t~r: the success of 
	····-··· •. ····· ' ·-·-·' -,_ •.,_._ ---------
	the revolution to attempt to e'stablish a new relationship based • 
	------· ••.•••• ··--· ····· ··-. ---............. -----·-•·"'-·•-···:··--,-·-----·~ ..-r-;--·····-···------..... ---. 
	on the changing realities in Iran. We recogni:i;e'd that the un
	------------·-···-·•··"·· .,.. ~-········· ··········--······-·····•..-..................--•······ • . ,Ii: 
	stable political and economic -conditions in Ira~ would make 
	it difficult for the Provisional Government of P.rime Minister 
	\' 
	I 
	Barzagan to deal effectively with the United States. But the 
	• 11 ' 
	1 
	judgme~t was made that our substantial interests ;'\i.n I~~~--~·;;ranted 
	--······--·-····•···-•·.. -.._________ , .-------.... ·-··· . . . . 
	ma._!nta_ining !'. .:P.:r::.~.s-~n_ce and attemP.t_ing to b~,ild a new relationship. 
	Our Embassy J:SJ:..<!tf :i.~_Tehran·. was instr.uc.ted to proceed cauti<:>us
	----·-----• 
	ly in seeking opportunities for_a,l:lett,er relationship. The official 
	. ......_, ______ ,. ·--------··-· .... 
	staff was small--cut from over 1400 civilian and military personnel
	. --·• ·······-··-·-··•-··· -··--·. -.. • -~. -· • . ...... . 
	before the revolution to about 70 men and women in November 1979. 
	Thirteen of the staff were Marine Guards, and many of the remainder 
	were occupied primarily in cleaning up the residue from our rela
	tionship with the previous regime, straightening· out hundreds of 
	disrupted contracts, seeking access to U.S. facilities occupied 
	'--· .. --·---...._ ----·--·----------:()." :.._ . .... ,,,. 
	by revolutionary groups, disposing of property, and packing and 
	-· ·-·----.. ----·····-· . \... •.. ·~.... "-· -..... .... .. 
	shipping household goods. 
	SBCRB'f 
	Dealing with the complex military program, ·which had fallen from an annual level of payments of abo\lt $3 billion to zero;
	...... ... --. --. . . was a maj_o_~..i.~s-~_E!..Sm _our_agenda wit:_l:i, __ t:Jl~__l'l_~w..J~~qei:s.hip. Iranian 
	... --. --·
	orders for two Spruance ships, 160 F-16 and seven AWACS aircraft 
	.. 
	and other major equipment had been cancelled. 
	We were aware that it would not be productive .to attempt_ to move faster in our overall relationship than the Iranians wished to move with us•.In the complex and fluid revolutionary environment, we sought to be open to contacts with all Iranians. Our posture was one of readiness to respond to Iranian initiatives and openness to any signs of Iranian desire to resolve the many commercial, military, and political problems that complicated our relationship. As the Secret'ary of State told the Iranian Foreign_
	Minister in New York in October 1979, the United States wanted a relationship with Iran.based on °mutual respect, equality and 
	Security at the American Embassy• was a problem throughou·t this period. The Embassy was attacked on February 14, 1979, after which the Iranian Deputy Prime Minister personally led a group of revolutionary guards to obtain the release of the captured. Embassy personnel. Those informal guards remained as the "protection° for the Embassy premises. Our Charge d'Affa'ires pressed to have the informal force replaced by uniformed Iranian 
	police more directly responsive to the cert.r.a,l government, and
	·--··--···-·'· . ·-······•--·-···-..... ------·----·----·-··• ····----·----'••· ••••••• ' • ----
	this transfer was achieved in late Augqst. Subsequently the 
	... --...... ,... ---
	Embassy premises were patrolled by an ex·ternal force of about SBCRB'P 
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	) 
	Effective working~level contacts were· 
	·······...-------·-•. 
	established with the area police-office and the area's cont~ngent 
	of revolutionary guards. During the spring and summer extensive 
	-----·-._____.. .-. .. ••.• . 
	physical improvements w~r~.. CCl111ple!=_ed .in t~e_ E:1nba.~~Y buildings 'to enhance protection for our staff. Security conditions were 
	-------------····-·· 
	. not ideal, but·'were· sufficiently improved by early September
	I • . 
	to permit the Embassy to resume near normal.consular operations. Many .Iranians,. including leaders of the government and of minority groups, had been urging us to reopen our visa office on a. more normal basis. 
	Throughout the eight months of the Provisional Government,. our. relations with Ira_n;an _au:horities were genei:ally char_acter
	. 
	ized by tension and their great sensitivity to criticism. Some Iranian leaders asserted that criticism of them in the u.s. press was directed by the u.s. Government, and many of them· appeared. to. believe that the United States was determined to bring down the new revolutionary government.. In fact our policy was to seek where possible to strengthen the institutional structure in Iran. 
	•••·•-••• -----••·-~-~---·••·• ·••·••-···c.••-,•-·••·-•,--.......-.•....• •-·••···•··• • •·-•• •:•••···• ., ... ••·•• 
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	I 
	In ·an effort to cooperate in restoring I~an's economic health, in the spring of 1979 we cautiously. began to advise American businessmen to •• resume contacts with their Iranian 
	.-···· .... •·· ... ,. .. ... . ... 
	partners in order to resolve the many complex commercial dis
	putes.. We .wanted to see-a resumption in-the flow of· spare. 
	parts and_components for Iran's industrial establishment as a 
	means of helping the Iranian·labor force return to work. A 
	~~-..-------····"··--· -······"·• -'••·-·•-.. --......... . restored economy could support increased political stability.
	--------. -----·•··-•-•·-···--··--··~---·-··•. ··--·--··-···-·'··· 
	>' 
	From March to November 1979 Iran'.s oil sales to the U.S. were 
	maintained at about pre.-revolution levels. 
	Some limited success was achiev~d ih the search for sol'utions to bilateral problems during this period, but strong suspicions and hostility persisted on the Iranian side. 
	III. Admission of the Shah to the United States and Seizure of the Embassy. 
	The Shah left Iran on January 16. Before he left, we ·told
	----. 
	-. 
	him that he would be we:Lcome if he chose to come to the United 
	States. Instead, he decided to remain first in Egypt and then· 
	······-·-,,__ -----··-. ··-··-··---··-----------
	·-··· ---------in Morocco. After the revolution had succeeded, the:re were 
	SECRE'.I:' -9
	' 
	approaches on behalf of the Shah regarding his possible residence in the United States.. At that time, against the background of the February 14 attack on the Embassy, we were conce~~ed about the effect of his arrival in.the United States 
	._,.. ,: .on ~ei:!ican personnel in Iran. Word -was passed to the Shah that tl-blere would be risks for our E;;;-.b;ssy staff -if--~~-~ame -to the Un~~~~ States at that time. The Sh~-l;;t Morocco in 
	.;:, ____._ ..... --. ···--·--·-·-·----
	March, ~nd after a brief sojourn in .the Bahamas, settled in 
	tion of.a ~ossible later move to the United Statesr but the 
	. 1·, , •
	subject was. 'Set aside.
	iit In lat~ September and O:tober, th~~!~~:.~:llt ~f ~~.~~~. _w~s advised that;.. the former Shah •·s health was deteriorating and that 
	-----------·~----------\·~-·----------··· ••••• -:--···········;····'-~----·,·-·---·-·--··.. ,,, --···-·----------'•• -. . ··•-·•··· ..... . 
	he would reqdire diagnosis and treatment of a kind available only 
	---····--•.••.•.-•,__..__ II . ·\· ••••••, ••••, •--••'. • • • • ' • 
	in the Unite~~tates ·a~'!-~n a few other :c::~un.!E~es ·that were not 
	-~-•' ..... ·······;-·--------,, willing to ~dmit him. ·After tentatively concluding ·that humanitarian considerations strongly supported admitting the Shah for this purpose, the United St.ates instructed_ its Charge in Tehran 
	. -.. . . .... .... ---. .. -• . • . 
	to inform the tranian·Prime Minister and Foreign Minister before a final decision was made. He did so on October 21, presenting a detailed description of the .Shah's medical condition and requesting adequate·security protection for the Embassy. The Iranian .leadership indicated that the Shah's travel to the United States would produce a sharp Iran, but they
	. .. 
	assured the· Charge that protection for the Embassy would..be 
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	provided.· Based on that assurance, the improved physical se-• --cu;i~·; -~f th~ E;;b~;;;,.·;n~ -~he~i~c~eased securi;Y precautions 
	...... 
	taken by the Embassy staff, the-United States decided to admit 
	.... --~... _.....__ .. :·•..,_: ••, .... , •... ··-----· ---···"-........_ ..... .-,.___ . 
	the Shah for· medical treatment.. As the President said later, 
	\_ . -··· '"-. --·····-,. . .. ·--·. ·'··-., --·· ···-•·,. -· 
	it would have been. inconsistent -with the humane tradition of-: , the Onited States to d~ny a sick man. access to vitally nee~~q
	i i • l American medical treatment. The Shah arrived in New York-on 
	I°.:_~_:~-3• ~:an:~ _.a.~~~!'."~~-,::-es <:if p_rotection were twice rea~firmed_~!--~~~_}rait!_c:1n lE!a_dE!l:'s_h_ip after our first approach. The Iranians had, during ea·rlier attacks of threatening demon
	•strations, showed themse.lves willing. and able to defend our 
	Embassy staff and premises. The initial public reaction in Iran to the Shah's arrival· 
	in the United States seemed controlled and moderate. Gradually, 
	however, Iranian leaders, including the ~homenini, 
	-••-•-••••-; •• •---~ •• -•• •. •••••-• •• -·•••• • • • •• C • • • ' ~ 
	• • • :fl 
	sharpened their criticism of. the United States for having admitted the 'Shah. This criticism coincided with_ cii:taqki; on the Provision
	'). ~i·:~--~~-~~~~-~= ~: _its--i~;e~·::~ ~;~:nents of the extreme left and right. Nevertheless, during a large demonstration against the
	, I 
	Onited_States in-Tehran on November 1, the Embassy was adequate
	ly protected. 
	On November 4, at about noon, possibly 3,000 young Iranians swarmed over the. Embassy-walls and threatened to burn the·Embassy 
	-···-····--··--···---------~-----·-····· -······ ····-··••o.• ••• --••• • • • 
	Chancery where most of the employees had taken refuge. The Embassy
	. . --------------~---..-------.. .•,.,. ~----------·----·•---··--· ... ---···· . ·-······· -·····
	_ 
	staff was able to hold out against the assault for over 3 1/2 hours,
	---~--~-·---·---------··-------------------------, --,·------. -· .. 
	while making repeated calls for assistance to the Iranian police SECRE'i' 
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	arid political leadership. ·Our Charge, r.. Bruce r.aingen, Political ···--·-···•·-···.··--·-----·---------·--··-----·-··· Counselor Victor Tomseth, and Secur.ity Officer Michael. Howland 
	were at the moment of the attack "!='et'urning f.rom the Foreign 
	_ •• • -·\L,..• •• ¼:-·Mf\.-"~~!~: •-l-.i -·Tk.. -• f?;·-~.!~i:,• '~1; J,-: i..t h •1 • • . . • 
	Ministry.where they sought,to obtain assistance for the-beseiged 
	·--------:; •• H ...••-•••:•,-• --•• 0 •• ••• O<>HO 00 0 •••••• 0 
	Embassy sta!f• The Provisional .Government was unwilling or unable 
	to fulfill the· assurances of protection it had given and had ful
	filled for almost two weeks·.. 
	•• In Washington, Department of State officers kept open telephone
	....... 
	lines with the Embassy staff and other.Americans in Tehran during 
	•· • • • • • • • • • I • • • ' • "" •. • • •· • -.. • ··• ,• •• • 
	the attack. The Department was also in continuous contact with· the 
	Iranian Embassy in. Washington and our Embassies. in third countries 
	in efforts to lift. the Embassy seige and to free our diplomats. 
	From the first word of the attack, the-Department ha,s maintq.ined
	-... ······· ·-,... --.... -. ·-' . -·-....... . 
	a Working Group on 24-hour dll_t:Y..m_onito~i:'g a.ll ·aspects of the .crisis. 
	,.. -·· ---... ---..... :: .. ·-.......... . ........ . 
	The President, key Cabinet. members, senior qfficials, staff members, and hostage families have since spent hundreds of thousands of hours 
	in a continuous effort to •free the hostages. The b.readth and persistence of this effort may be unprecedented in peacetime diplomacy. 
	Imprisoned with 61 Embassy staff in the C:?J!l.P?und were two 
	Some Embassy personnel were trapped during the assault in the separate consular building or in other offices in the city. Al.l, I ~f ~he~~.'__wi_th the eicce~t_~o_n of ~iic _~~r-~~.~s, were capturea. within
	I . -..... i ~ -~.:~-~~!~ ~~--~~~. 111ilitants and .ccin.fin.:d _i~-t~e -·~~~a~-~Y .compound 
	I 
	with the other h~ost~ges. The six others remained free in Tehran, 
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	moving between various locations, until they were given-protection by the Ambassador and Einbassy staff of Canada._ 
	During the first 48 hours, there appeared to be a possibility that _the Iranian ·leadership would as·sert its authority and free the hostages from the control of the militants. The· Foreign 
	·Minister indicated that such a move was underway in a conversation with Charge. Laingen on th·e first. day of the attack. During this period,. several Ambassadors in Tehran attempted to use their • personal influence to obtain t-he release of the hostages. State Department officers made direct telephon_!__'?ontacts with Iranian• 
	--· ·-·--·· -·-··--·--·---·-·-···---_. -------·-···----··---·-··-·······------·· ··--. 
	leaders to urge release. 
	·-··· ......•-···---·-... -----·--------·-. ______,__ 
	By November 6, it b~c:_a.in_~--apparent ..t.~.a~ __th_e__Iranian authorities 
	. ··--_....... -------
	~ 
	1 were unwilling to free th~ hostages, esp!~.!-~!,~;:,". a~_t_ex:_ ~Y~t,_~~!-~
	1 ~-· ... . . ...... . ·
	l Kh_o~e~:1~-~~~--~nc3orsed _ the taking _of .. the _Em)?assy_ by __ th_e__l!'i1.i:.~a.~_ts. 
	. . 
	Faced with. Iran's. refusal to meet its responsibilities, the President decided to send two special envoys to Iran to meet w.ith Ayatollah Khomeini in order to seek release of the hostages and to work toward solutions to seriogs o.s.-Iranian problems. The President selected former .Attorney General Ramsey Clark, who had a long and close association with ·many of the·new Iranian leaders and who had met with Khomeini in Paris e~rly in 1979. Mr. Clark 
	-
	was accompanied by William Miller, Staff Director of the Senate Committee on Intelligence, who had served in Iran as a Foreign Service Officer in the 1950's and 1960's and who also knew many of the Iranian revolutionary leaders. ·The Iranian Government 
	SSCRl!l'i' 
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	initially indicated that. it would receive the ·c1ark-Miller mission. However, as Mr. Clark was about to board a commercial flight from Istanbul to Tehran on November 7, he was informed that. the Iranian Governme·nt had , .on instruction from Ayatollah Khomeini, that he should not come to Iran. and that 
	• no officials in Tehran should have discussions with American representatives. This barrier to dir.ect· communications was only rarely· breached and was a serious obstacle to our diplomacy throughout the· crisis. 
	• In· all of our dealings with Iran after the revolution-we 
	----. ···-
	faced a political situation marked by sharp divisions and contests 
	for power·.. The Ayatollah Khomein~ was clearly the dominant. figure. It was also clear that he did' not wish to impose his will on. the 
	\ vari?.~s_ ~~~~!~~S._·:;~~~~ -~ll-~y -~;~_ld. be.--;~~~~~~--t~;~~~~:-..~-=~~ a ~:oad consensus. He saw in the establishment of the constitution and of the institutions under that constitution a framework within which decisions could be.made and responsibilities shared. 
	Because of the intern~l political struggle, Iranians were terribly fearful of any direct contact with the United States. Those who had con.tact or received messages from the United States were.often quick to announce the fact publicly and to distance themselves from the U.S. position. There were some who saw very 
	early the desira~ility of _resolving the hostage question, but who had only limited influence on the leadership. The United States faced a situation in ·whi.ch, for many months,· those with 
	SBCRE'P 
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	whom we dealt were thems·elves seeking to penetrate the politi-· 
	cal framework and convin_ce ·the leadership... 
	.The political struggle was basically, but not exclusively, 
	. ··--····--...-----····~--· --·· -----' ,._.. ····---
	between those who saw Ir~n•s revolution in modern terms and those 
	--• --------·--·-----. ····------·· -.,,, .... ,,.. --.. 
	who saw it in more conservative Islamic terms. There were groups-
	representing a spectrum from left ti;, right.. Within the Islamic 
	--------·-·--------------·-·· ---· ...... -··----.... -......... . 
	group there were contests· for power .between individuals. The 
	only element on which all agreed--or professed to agree--was a 
	strong antipathy toward the United States because·of its past . 
	association with the Shah. It. was in. that atmosphere that. the 
	United States was required, to resolve the hostage crisis. 
	IV. The First Stage of Diplomatic Efforts: Setting Basic Principles.(November--mid-December). 
	On November 6, the Bazargan Government _res_igned and power
	' -· -·· . ... . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . . .... --. . . . ... 
	was assumed by the Revolutionary·council. It became evident that 
	•• •-••••rn••••••••••-••• ••• • •• •·• •• '"' ••••••·• • ••••••••• • ••••••••-••• 
	no political group in Iran was prepared to .challenge the insistence by the militants.that the Shah and his assets be returned in exchange for the hostages. The United Stat·es had explained to the Iranian authorities that, in the absence of an extradition treaty, it was impossible for the United States to consider legal.procee_dings to extradite the former Shah. Despite this fact, eac~ of 
	the contending political 'factions in Iran was unable or unwilling 
	to oppose the demands of the militants. The militants consistently 
	affirmed that they would take instructions only from the Ayatollah 
	Khomeini. directly, and he refused to issue orders to free the 
	SECRE'l' 
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	hostages. Since we had no means of directly influencing either 
	-·---·.---· . '.... --·........ -...... -··· the Ayatollah or the militants, we had to concentrate on· reaching persons who could influence them indirectly. Anti.-American feelings whipped up by the .official media were extremely strong in Tehran in the first weeks of.the crisis. Emotional rallies and demonstrations around the Embassy appeared
	,, 
	to pose a serious risk to the safety of the hostages, and the 
	hostile attitudes of Iranian leaders made rational consideration of u·.s. overtures virtually impossible. 
	From the outset of the crisis, the President established two equal and overriding goals for American policy: 
	proteq_t:J,on __of ...the-honor.-and.--v.i.t al--in.ter.e s.ts...of_th.e__un i ted 
	·-·····--. . 
	States; and protection of the well-being _of__the__and their 
	.... ···-----·· --
	safe release at the earliest possible moment. These objectives remained constant throughout the crisis. 
	In implementing them, we soug~~ _t~_dE:~_e_l?P three basic approaches: 
	-------· 
	' 
	--the development of c1-n international consensus and specific
	····---------. ....------·-·--·•··--····· • . ··-·· -····· ------··----·. •• ·······-·· . ·----•'·• ....., .... ---.... measures that would isolate Iran and tiring home to the Iranian people
	-------------····---········-------·--····· ----·-····-·-·-·-· •• ••• -• 
	and their leaders the high cost of holding· our diplomats:•
	• -.----·-· ··--··-···-' • -••• '
	' 
	. --the identification of P.~-~l?-9!1.!?, anq __g:c:oups.....w_hQ.._~!ltoyed specia.1
	/ ,..: ,_ --·· -------.,..--. -··········------.--. -\: I -influence with the Iranian leadership: and 
	·----•,•·--·--· .... --.... -· . .: .. --····•·-···-·· ----·-·· ····----·· •• ·-··· • --the pursuit of all possible humarii_tc1ri_~n channels to estab
	lish contc1-ct with the hostages and to ease their conditions of 
	---------.--. 
	confinement. 
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	In our multilateral efforts, the United States was very eal:'_J,y • 
	·--·-·· -------··-.• in touch with. the highest. levels of. all governments with which we 
	._ ---·
	~ .• 
	-----... 
	·-have diplomatic relations. Throughout the crisis these contacts 
	... ---··--······-·-----···· -··-·-·-···· -··--··-------· were·repeated whe~. special requirements. arose. ~upport for· our .. ! position was 9:\JiC~, strong, and virtually unanimous. At that 
	I ____.------------···-·---stage, only the Governments of North Korea, Vietnam, and Albania the ·Iranian positiqn. ·virtually al·l other governments, either publicly or· _privately, made known their firm opposition tothe· Iranian violation of international law and religious norms of conduct. Some goverru_nents· sent private messages to. the Iranian· leadership. Some instructed their Ambassadors in.Tehran to work . . for the hostages' r.elease. Others who were not represented: in Tehran instructed their CJN
	.....--·-···-------·-·-·-··•·-----·-·-·..··-····--··--·---·•-•" -..-... . . --·· ··:·· ....,_, -·-· .·--~ ••• . officers spoke daily with members of the Revolutionary Council 
	and the militants, there were no productive conversations. 
	We were also in close touch immediately after the Embassy / seizure with Secretary General Waldheim to. ·explor~ through ]lis offices possible means of ending the crisis . The President of 
	.. •· -. .••. ·-···-· ·•· .• -
	the Security Council, after consultations with the Coun.cil membership, issued on Novembe.i;:___~ a statement expressing the 
	...... ---.... 
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	Council's profound concern over the detention of American diplomats and urging that they be released without delay-and-given "protection. The"President-met with members-of hostage families on November 9· arid later they joined him in issuing an. appeal' to all Americans to 
	:· 
	exercise restr:aint toward Iran and Iranians -and to· do .nothing that 
	. ! . . 
	would endanger the hostages. The judgment was ~ade that every effort 
	would be made to free.the hostages through di~lomatic means to avoid 
	endangering their· lives. 
	On November 12,. then Acting Foreign Minister Bani-Sadr 
	stipulated. three Iranian demands for release of the hostages: 
	admit that. the property of the Shah was stolen; 
	cease in--Iranian affairs; and 
	--extradite the Shah to Iran for a mfair trial," 
	Subsequently, .Bani-Sadr was to modify these demands to: 
	.' . 
	return of the Shah's· assets; 
	an end to interference in Iran's affairs;_and 
	an apology for past U.S. "crimes" against Iran. 
	The United States responded by making clear on repeated occasions s·wealth; that we would not intervene internally i~ Iran; but that we would not make an apology for so-called "crimes.• There was, o_f course, no assurance that meeting the Iranian demands would result in release of the hostages. 
	By November 17, the United States worked out with Secretary
	---~..---·---···-------···· General Waldheim four points that he conveyed to the Iranian 
	-• -------..-·--------------·-·-------·--w-------·--•···-·-----• ·•·-·-· ·-·-··--•••• .... • 
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	authorities that~~¥· These points made clear our desire to end 
	-·-·----· 
	-
	the crisis on a fair basis: 
	l. We· required release of all personnel held. in Tehran. 
	2. We suggested the establishmen_t of an international commission to ·inquire into allegations of violations of human 
	·------··-----·--·······---···-···-·-........ 
	rights in Iran·under the previous regime. 
	3. We indica.ted that the courts of·. ~he ___ -pnited__ ~t_.i~e:i __would 
	···········•••'<-···· ·-----·-·-·· •••,.,., ___ .-----------·. --• 
	be available to the Government of Iran· to hear its claims for 
	-----------• ------------------··:----·· --. •. . .······-•• 
	return of the assets it believed had been illegally taken out of. Iran. 
	4. We· proposed an affirmation _py_ the Go.vernment...of.-Iran and the United States of their intention to· abide strictly by. 
	-----·-------------··· ··-· .. ------·· ••. -·-·•·· ., • 
	the Declaration on. Principles of International Law Concerning
	,----··· •• -._ . •.•..... -·-..... -·· ··-·· --···--·· ----. ..--
	. ·······~----
	Friendly_Rel:ations,and Cooperation Among States in Accordance 
	-----------• -·-----·-····· -------------------· -----· --.. •· ...... 
	with 'tl)e Charter of the United·Nations, and by the provisions of:the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations. During this e.irly period and ;Later, the_United Stat_e_~---~!1s in touch with a wide range of indiv_iduals, both American and 
	-••-••• ••• -• ••--•••~•---•-• -• •-•••• •••••••••-._••_..,,--• • ••·-••. • ••• •-•• ••• • • •••••••• • •••••• M•••••-••• • 
	,: foreign, believed to have useful connections in Tehran. These 
	···-··--··--·--·-----••••• ··--·----· ....·--· fiic:Iuaecr ·rsl:aiiiic-•r1frigious leade~s ~ American and foreign clerics, 
	journalists; international human rights advocates, businessmen, 
	_
	-....-_....-...,.................. ··---·· ...........-....._...... ---•-• . 
	•. a~'ad_e~~~--~i_e~de.r.s-;:~-i~~-}~~~~~s. Throughout the crisis, many people volunteered their services-as intermediaries, but only some had useful ties with key Iranians. At any particular moment after 
	·-----~····,..-------~-,........ -... --.... ··.,.. -...........-·•· the first weeks of the crisis we we·re normally in touch .with at 
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	views of these contacts were regularly considered in reaching our own de.cisions. • 
	On November 17, Ayatollah Khomeini directed the militants 
	. -.--.. -··-· ................................ -. . .. . . . -. ' -•-·--.. . 
	to release the women and Black hostages who were not considered 
	"s_pies_:_: Th~:r~~~-11._~ost_?,_gei:\ ~er~ re.leased and flown to Germany for medical examination prior to their return home. Unfortunately, -this potentially positive development was counterbalanced by 
	statements by Iranian officials threatening that the remaining hostages would be placed on trial for espionage and subversion. 
	the United States with utmost gravity and could cause severe con
	sequences for Iran. In late November, the President met with his
	---· ....... ··-··-advisors at Camp David to consider the threat of a hostage trial. 
	H:___aut~o~ized a_1r~r! ~-lu_n_~~ E>Ei:'::_~!:~.-~".1.:::1.~i:1-g to_ the Iranians -a<,:rainst pursuing that course. Subsequently, the President told the first meeting of hostage families on December 7 that Iran had been warned that the United States would in.terrupt its commerce if Iran took 
	steps to try any of the hostages. In the weeks that followed, talk of a trial began to subside in .Iran. 
	For several weeks after the host"ages were taken, the -~'.1-~ted stat.es had only a very limited idea of their conditions of con
	finement and the character of their captors. We knew from~ visit 
	to the hostages on November 10 by the Papal Nuncio, the Ambassadors of Sweden, Algeria, and Syria, and the Charge of France that the SECRET 
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	hostages were bound and not allowed to speak. Even more graphic 
	descriptions of harsh confinement were given by the released 13 
	hostages. The captors had made threats to kill the hostages 
	and we did not know whether those threats carried out. 
	We did not know,. in £:act, whether. all the hostages ·were alive. 
	In an effort to pressure the Iranians to__improve the conditions 
	••• -----------__ ;J_.____ • -·----·--·-. "········-__,.,_________ --··-····-···-··------------····--'••· --···-------·. 
	of the hostages, we informed all governments of the cruel con
	ditions of detention. The international criticism that followed
	··------------·-------•--<' -' --------. . 
	le~!.--~~-=~~eV:=-~---.!()__i~t>roved conditions starting •in December. Af.ter the Embassy seizure,. several international agencies with which we were in touch immediately attempted-to provide humanitarian assistance. On November 11, the PoJ?.e m_ad_~ -~ pE!_r~Onjll .~PJ?eal to 
	.. --..... -.------·-.. . ' .. .. . . . ... -• • • '. ' . . 
	. . 
	Ayatollah Khomeini, and was rebuffed. The International Red Cross 
	••• ':.. .• ' . ---·-··-····· .• ----~~-----
	sought but was denied its usual role of providing humanitarian 
	services to prisoners. During this period we had.daily telephone 
	contact with the captors in the compound, in which they agreed to 
	take down short messages from the hostage families and to relay 
	them to the individual hostages. we learned from the 13 who were 
	released that none of. these messages was delivered. ·The Iranians never gave a complete and accurate accounting for the hostages, 
	and throughout the crisis mail delivery to and from the host-ages was irregular and severely restricted. When ·clergymen were 
	allowed to conduct services for the hostag_es at Christmas, there were seven hostages whom ·they did not see. As the international consensus against Iran grew stronger and the level of frustration in this country and abroad increased, 
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	it became important to convey· tangible signals of the serious
	' 
	ness of the· crisis to Iran. To assure that 'Iran could not Uf!e 
	the noil weapon." against us, on November 12 the President ordered 
	·the cessation of all u.s·. oil purchases from Iran,. T_he Iranian 
	·---· --------------.,..········ •'•.••' .., . --·----... ------~ •, _,_;. -·-------
	·•--. 
	Government then stated that. Iranian deposits would be. immediately withdrawn from U.S. financial. institutions. If!__ order _t~__ prevent economic disruption and to protect legitima~e claimants, the 
	I -•·•-·-•-••••--••·•-••••• ,, -..................... ·••••, ...... , ·••··•··-••··•-•-•••··· ••• 
	/
	' President directed on November 14 that all Iranian assets, in.eluding deposits in u.s. banks· ·and their foreign branches and 
	------------·-··------·-·--·-· .. subsidiaries, be frozen. The President's order was based on his 
	finding· that the n•situation in Iran" was a. threat to.the United States. It was clear that .the freeze lifted on<::e the hostages were released in.the context of arrangements that would prevent economic disruption and protect American interests. 
	' 
	.:i:_;:~n, also on November l_~, cl_';)sed its airsp_ace to U.S. 
	••w-•••-•-••-••--• 
	. 
	. aircraft.. (Pan American, the only U.S. line serving Iran, had . suspended flights at. the outset· of the crisis.) Durfng this 
	.initial period also, the shipment of all military equipment to 
	----------------------···...... -··---·· •...,.. ---., .....,_,_ ---.. -· . 
	Iran was halted and virtually all U.S. trade with Iran ceased. 
	~ ' ---····· • -.. • ..----------. ···----····---.-------·-. 
	Other nations were not prepared at that time to take the sig
	nificant step of invoking economic sanctions against Iran. 
	By mid-November basic U.S. principles for ending·the 
	---------···--· .~--·-·-·--------··--·-··-··-·--···-··-··· ----·crisis had been established and the Iranians were aware of 
	····-----·-··. ···---
	them. However, the absence of any centralized authority in 
	Tehran apparently made the Iranians incapable of considering 
	and acting on those principles. 
	• 
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	). 
	As the C'!;'isis continued into late November, the Ul')ited States recognized that no decisive Iranian action was likely .until after 
	"------....... --~---·-· --· --,.• • . .. ·-· . 
	i the completion ,of the principal religious ceremonies of Moharram o·~ ;~~~;b.·er 29:: ~Jna.···;~·;-and the nat~~~~~-referendum for a new con-. 
	• ---,. ' • 
	\
	I s~it~tion o;·~~er~~er ·2. It appeared possible that an opportunity for obt.aining r~iease of the hostages might open just after those 
	I:· i,. 
	events. When there was no indication in early -December of Iranian 
	.... 
	movement toward a· 'settlement, the UN s·ecurity Council on Decem~er 4 
	,,. i _:·' -----~-------····...·•-·-'•~---• ..... -----~~--------
	' ' . 
	unanimously adoptedl·Resolution 457, cailing on Iran to release the 
	---. -·-·---·------~----··--···-·--·!-.,. -...........,_____ ......_. ~---.. ------...-....... _ .........;.,........ ---• -----· •••••••• ··--···· :............. ·--------··-;· --··•··· 
	hostages immediately;~ to provide them protection, and to allow them 
	---· ·•·-·--·-" -· ___ ......... lf ••.......... _,,., ·-...-................................................... ··-............. -. . ---.. . .. • 
	to lea~-~ ::~~-~~1:1nt"ryl/ and.._further.. callin~t_on _Iran_ and_ the United States to resoly~ p~~£~~µ_1-,JY.J:t_~ !='el!li:1.i;,ing i~su~l!. b~t~e~n. them and 
	.. ~ '-····_:__······-··;-... ,.. •••• -···· -· I f · . 
	requesting the-Secretary General to lend his good offices. The 
	••'••••••• •, ~•"•-• ,,_,..._ -n•• , ...,.•• ••'•Sok••••~•••'••••-' H•-•~ ----•-••-•-• •~••---•••
	YH 
	1 
	United States accepted the resolution, but Iran flatly rejected it. 
	·I . 
	On November 29, the United States applied tot~~ I~ternational 
	·-..,,.__ . ·, .. -·--···-. .... ---··-------~ •. _____ ........ ---' -.,.. •·•----.............. 
	Court of Justice for a ruling that Iran's seizure and holding of 
	·····-·~-·-----------·· ' ·-···--------· the hostages violated international law and that they should be immediately released. The Court heard the case on December 10 and issued an order on December 15 th.at Iran should immed
	··----------... -· -----------·· --------·· ----· ---.-·ia_t:~~i__i;elease.2-J.J.J;,~.!l! __ QQJi!j;?,g_e..!!.,. ii;',foi;d tl;lem .full .pr_o;..~cti._ou.,_ and 
	restore to the United States its diplomatic prem_i,s~~-A_;,_ Ir_an. 
	•• '"• ••••••-----·• •• ••••-••--•-•••••-••-•• •••••••••rn--•••, ••----••••-•-•-·-•• • ""•• • •• •• ,••-• •• • 
	The order was issued-unanimously by the Court's 15 judges, whose nationalities include all of the major regions of the world. ,1 Iran rejecteg_ the...order_ and refused to comply with its terms. 
	···-·-··-··-·---···-·· . • •• --------. -----··· .-.'"·-· ···--·-·····-· . -•.. -. . . -·---The situation around the Embassy in Iran remained volatile 
	and dangerous,. with frequent anti-American demonstrations. 
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	Other Embassie~-considered themselves threatened, and t~e British Embassy ·was briefly occupied. Similar ant.i-American outbursts occurred in Pakistan and Libya, where mobs attacked American Embassies. During the attack. in Pakistan four U.S. Governme~t employees were killed.· 
	,; ... 
	On December 15, the Shah left the United States for 
	. I ;, • 
	·Panama, thus removing the ostensible _cause for the occupation 
	of the Embassy. However, there was no.change· in the Iranian 
	-----·---·-""-··--------¥••--··-·•-·•"-··~·--··· .---------·---····-·-·-·---
	refusal to rel1:1ase the postages. Thus, at mid-December the 
	United States had.enunciated basic principles for a settlement, 
	but there was no movement by Iran to resolve the crisis, and 
	there·appeared: to be little prospect for an early solution. 
	V. The Second· Stage: Movirig Toward.Sanctions (Mid-Decembermid-Januaryl .· • The United States sought to applr ·additional pressure in order to persuade the Iranians that it did not serve their in-• ' terests to continue to hol"d the hostages. T~e__P:i;:.~_§.;i,.dent.Mr.e.c.ted 
	on December 12 that the Iranian diplomatic and consular staffs in the United States be cut to a t9tal. of 35 pE:!rsons. Iran was .!_lot 
	-·•··•-·· ····-----· ,.. ' . . • ...... -• • . 
	directed to clo~~-i_1:_~__!::_!lll:lassy and __ consulates. entirely becaus~ the United States wished to keep open a possible channel t9 Tehran 
	··-···--·----···-·~---·-·-··~--. ------·-· -·--· " ,____ --· -
	and also to allow necessary consular services to be. performed for 
	-·· ·-···-·•······--·· ---------..... -··-· --·· ------····· --··· ·-· ... -.. ···-the thousands of Iranians living in this country. 
	·---·------------.------·---------·····--··· -·--------•• On December 24, our Ambassador to the ·UN wrc;>°te to the. 
	President of the UN Security Council, noting the earlier actions· 
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	of the Council and the World ·court and asking the council to 
	meet. at an early date to con~ider ~easiires -de~igned to induce 
	' .
	Iran to comply with its international obligations. The 
	. . . 
	Secretary of State had visited European-capitals earlier 
	···-,· .. . . 
	in December to underline for our allies· the gravity of the 
	situation. and to build support for the IJ.S. position. 
	~ri _J:>~~~~Q.\=!L~J..,_J;t!.~.§-~gµ,i;:_:jJ:y '-<:;.9~1!g.!! -~~C?P_~ed_ a-~~~<?,!!~ ·Resolution, number 461. Adopted· by. a vote of ll-0 with four abstentions, that Resolution reaffirmed Resolution 457 and decided that the-Council would· meet on.January 7, 1980, to 
	--····-· ..... ·-·--·--·· ----------'····-···--. -··············--·-··--... ·-·-··-··-.•.:......,•• ·-·.-\----··· ··--••• .,.. • •• 
	review the situation and. to adopt effective measures under 
	-·-·-·······. --·--····-··-···---·-:·······--·---··-·-. . •' ----···· --_., ---•. --·-·-· .. 
	Articles 39 and 41 (sanctions) of the Charter in the event of continued· Iranian noncompliance with the earlier· resolution. 
	'•··-· ----·-----·-·..... --· -----·--· --.-··--'·-----.------------· ····---..·-·---------· -------• ···-----------------·:' 'l'he Soviet IJnion abstained on Resolution 461, moving away
	. . 
	from its prior support of the IJ.S. position as a result of new tensions between: it arid the IJnited States arising out of the Soviet invasion _of Afghanistan on December 27. The Soviets continued on rare occasions to state their formal opposition. to the holding of hostages, but Soviet propaJ_anda shifted_to attempts to exacerbate tensions between the IJni'ted States and 
	Iran and to portray the IJnited States. as the offending party 
	•• ,, -···-.,,••-.....-------·········--····'-....'••· -~---··· -. -·-··· ---·••«•-··-····----------·· --·---.-··-..--·-------··----······--•__,.,.__ ----··-•,, 
	in the crisis. Even before the invasion of Afghanistan, the Soviet desire to maintain a good relationship with Iran had caused the Eastern Bloc countries to refuse to participate in any combined.initiatives of the diplomatic corps in Tehran. 
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	Following the second UN·resolution, Secretary General Waldheim visited ~~)1ra,n in an effort to persuade the Iranian
	--·. --. authorities to mo.v.e.. toward. a .. settlement. Prior to his de
	..... -· _,, ... "'.. ......... .... . . . . . . ... ...... 
	parture, the United States gave him on December___31__ a five-12oint 
	. • . ------------.---•·--······•-"'•·-•···-· --· •• ----· . • • •• . statement of the U.S. position.;.-again emphasizing our readiness 
	• ~----------~ ..·-·-.. ·-------------·-_.
	. and by the provisions of the Vienna Convention on_Diplomatic Relations. The. United States stated that it accepted the present government of Iran as the legitimate authority in Iran and re~ affirmed the view that the people of Iran had the right to determine their own form of government. 
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	5. That the·United States was willing, ori9e the hostages_ were safely released, to seek in accordance with the ON Charter a resolution of all issues between the United States and Iran. 
	When he arrived· in Tehr;m,. the Secretary General encountered large and hostile demonstrations against the ON and the United States. Although he met..JJ.i_th.....rr.anian-"-leade-rs-on-·seve-r-a:1:-oecas.ions, 
	------------·-•
	-he was·not able to persuade them to change their positions. on 
	•-· ••..•. ----·-·-·----···---·-..-----------------
	January 7, the Secretary General reported to the Security Council 
	-····-----------· ------··-·······-... ----. --·. ---·---· --· ••• ..
	-------------___________ __________ 
	that the Iranians were not yet ready to release the hostages but 
	• . ----------that a commission of international inquiry to hear Iran's griev
	ances might help to defuse the situation. on January 11, as the 
	•OOO •••'--OH•••••••••• ,_ .., •••••-,-~, •••••••••--' •-•..-• •• 0 • •• •·•••-"•-·•·••••••••• 
	--, 
	Security Council was pr_eparing to vote on a resolution on economic sanctions, Iran asked· that consideration. ·be given to the estab
	lishment of a commission of inquiry that could help improve the atmosphere for resolution of the crisis. The United States ag:reed 
	/ t_~ ~:.:~=----~-h:__ ~:_<:_U~!~y--~-~~?c~-~ __.,~~~-~~ ~ i~--:-7~nu ~r!. _~?-~to_~-~:'::_ -~he Secretary General time to explore the _;ra~~a_n, po_s:i~~on. When it. became clear ·that the Iranian proposal was not directly linked to release of the hostages, the Security Council moved to consider 
	_. ...... ·-----·-·-.. -·. ··········· --·-......... ' 
	a sanctions resolution. The resolution imposing sanctions on Iran gained 10 votes but was vetoed by the USSR. 
	,._.. --·--------···-···-------
	~ 
	The United States indicated that it wished nc:met~e.le_~_!l to 
	~ ....... ·····-----·-·······-........_ .. ·proceed with sanctions and urged its allies to do the same. 
	-· . --,-·-·-·-·--·------·---. . ......... ··-.. Members of the European Community and Japan respond~d that the 
	imposit_ion of sanctions without a ON resolution would be legally 
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	difficult for them. Our allies asked the United St·ates to delay 
	imposition of sanctions until after the election of an Iranian President on January 29 and possible consideration of the hostage crisis by the Islamic· Confei:::ence ~at .the end of the month. As these developments seemed to hold' some hope for•movement on the crisis, the United States agreed to defer action on sanctions. 
	After Secretary General Waldheim had returned from Tehran and met. with the President, it seemed that a: more complete statement 
	of the U.S •. position might help to convince the Iranians :that we were willing to agree. to a mutually honorable end to the crisis. 
	The pressures applied to Iran and th_e _in~ic~~-ic,!1~ of: ~1:oJ::,ael~. fur~her. 
	~-___,_....., -~·-··---·· •·---..... --···-··· ... .. -·----·
	measures appeared.. to be having some effect. The Soviet invasion· of Afghanistan and the resulting. threat to Iran gave the Iranians an 
	additional reason to seek a way out of the crisis. Several intermed
	... --·-·· -----··· -. • ' • •• . •--• ... ~---
	iaries suggested U.S. positions.that might create greater flexibility in Tehran. The President reviewed the existin_g situation and these proposals with his advisors a~d decided to refine the earlier o.s. position. The President approved th.~. _f<;>J,,:J,9.~irjg__ si,_~:-p9-:i,pJ;... _statement: 
	~-•~ ••-•••K•••••-••••.. ••••••••••••••••••••••-' •••••••••••••• 
	1. The safe and immediate departure from Iran of all U.S.· • 
	f· 
	employees of the Embassy in Tehran and other Americans held hostage is essential to a resolution of other issues. 
	2. The United States understands and sympathizes with the grievances felt by many Iranian citizens concerning the practices 
	of the former regime. The United States is prepared .to work out in advance firm understandings on a forum in which those grievances 
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	' 
	may subsequently be aired, so that the hostages could be.released 
	with confidence that those grievances will be heard· in an appro
	priate· forum after the, release has taken place. The United States 
	will. not concur in any _hearing that involves the hostages.. • The 
	United States is prepared to cooperate in seeking through the 
	auspices of the ON to establish such a foru!D or commission to 
	hear Iran's grievances and-to produce a report on them, The 
	o.s·.. Government will cooperate with-such a group in accordance 
	~ith its laws, international law, and the Charter of the ON. 
	3. The CJ.S, Government will facilitate any legal action brought by the Government. of Iran in courts of the CJnited States .to account for· assets within· the custody or control -of the former Shah that may ·be judged to belong to .the national treasury of Iran· 
	;by advising the courts, and other interested parties, that the o.s_ :Government recognizes the right of the Government of Iran to bring isuch claims before the courts and to request the courts' assistance 
	' . . 
	' 
	i in obt·aining. in£9rmation ·about such assets from financial institu: tions and other parties. 
	4. Once the hostages are safely released, the CJnited States is prepared to lift the. freeze _of Iranian assets and to facilitate 
	; normal commercial relations between the.two countries, on the understanding that Iran will meet its financial obligations to 
	a.s..nationals and that the arrangements to be worked out will protect the legitimate interests of U.S. banks and other claimants. The ·united States is prepared to· appo_irit members of a working group to reach .agreement on those arrangements. 
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	5. The 1Jnited States is prepared to appoint a representa•t.ive to discuss with Iranian representatives the current threilt posed by the Sovi·et invasion of Afghanistan and to recommend .to their government·s steps that the 1Jnited States and iran might , 
	take in order to enhance the security of Iran; including the ; resumption of the supply of military spare parts by the 1Jnited 
	' 
	f 
	; States· to Iran. 
	' 
	6. The U.S. Administration is.prepared to·make a statement at an appropriate moment that it understands the grievances felt 
	I by the people of Iran, ·and that it respects the integrity. of Iran, and the right'of the people of Iran.to choose their own form of government. The U.S. Government recognizes the _Government of 
	the Islamic Republic of Iran as the legal government of Iran. 
	The United States reaffirms that the people of Iran have the 
	right to determine their own form of government, 
	The text of these points was given to the Secretary General and to other intermediaries, who traitsmitted .them. to Iranian leaders. The proposal~ made in November, December 1980 and 
	·--···•• -· ·--· --· -·· 
	January 1981 did not deviate substantially from these 
	.;... --· ., ........ __ ·--·-····' .....•.. ,.. ····--·-·····. .
	------.... --------. 
	positions. But in January 1980 they drew no response from 
	--------~ --.----------·· .--··-----------..---------·. ····.··--. -· ·-······· Tehran. There appeared to be no one in Iran at that time 
	capable of responding meaningfully to the u.s. position. 
	On January 29, the six American~ -~ho :!lad been _t),i.-!l:.i12g_ w;i_i;h, the 
	• ·-···--··----········•--·-----··· -----·-··-·'""'""'~ .. ·······' ··.·•. --• 
	Canadians departed Iran through the Tehran airp~.r.! .. u~ing assumed 
	identities. Ca~~~a___the~-~loi,ed ~-~-~-~!11bassr and withdrew all personnel. The presence of "the six" in Iran had been known to 
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	several for some weeks, but fortunately they accepted the importance·of keeping the information confidential. The return of the six Americans on January 31 was greeted.with an outpoE_ring• .of American joy and gratitude for the· courageous assistance of the Canadian Ambassador and his stanf. Iranians reacted sharply, complaining of a "violation of inter'"ationa.l law"; in retaliation the Foreign•Ministry severely limited our contacts with Bruce Laingen and his colleagues held in the Foreign 
	Ministry. 
	VI. The Third. Stage: Development of a Scenario for Release· (January/-April). 
	About one week after the Soviet veto of the sanctions 
	resolution, the United States finally made contact with two 
	intermediaries who enjoyed special ties of confidence with 
	persons in the Iranian leadership. A series of meeting.s, some 
	----------••---H 
	60 hours of discussions in all, were held in London, Washington,
	'••·
	-·-·"··----···•·..·······-··-.... ---...... '" ... -·· ... , ... -··••,•···
	Paris, and Switzerland to design a scenario that would secure 
	.......... ·-. ·--· -·--. ------· ---------·-····· ···-···-····-.....-• --
	j ----------------· ••• ----
	; the safe rel~ase of the hostages and at the same time assure
	! ... ---·-..... ---···•-•' ··-···.······--···-····· ····-··--.. --· -·· .. ··-···-·· ----··• ··--------------:-. 
	/that Iran received an appropriate international hearing for
	i --•··•···-··········· ········-······ ······-···· ········-········•··· ...... ·········-·•····•··· •.•...... ··-···· 
	its asserted grievances. The President closely monitored and 
	. . -----. 
	approved each of the steps taken in formulating and imple
	menting the scenario. 
	The scenari.o. ~.c1:; .c:1.~v~JQped ..o.ver several weeks in .J.anu~ry and 
	February, and we were assured that it had been fully discussed in 
	the Revolutionary Council and a,<:;cep_t.~d.J;;iy. a.11 sigpi,fi.cant elements 
	. . --.... -..... -... of the Iranian leadership. It involved the UN.' s dispatch of a 
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	five-.man fact-finding commiss-ton-·to ··Irarr·to hear Iran's grievances and allow an early solution to the crisis. The scenario was laid out in a.series of steps--each agreed to by the United States and Iran--that would permit each side tQ. assure.. it~elf .of t~e_ pe.r
	..,,. --···••,--•-.-•·-··--·-··--. . ... ... 
	formance of the. other as the.. scen_ario moved toward ·its ;Einal steps. The United States briefed UN authorities on the scenario, 
	and they agreed to jo-in in its imprementation. 
	·-·---·· ·-···· .. -
	•A five-man UN Commission was selected under: the ·co~chairmanship. of Andres Aguilar of Venezuela and Mohammed Bedjaoui of Algeria, and 
	. including Adib Dao·udi • of Syria; Harry .w.. Jayewardene of Sri Lanka, and Louis Edmond Petitti of Frarice. They arrived in Tehran. on Feb·· ruary 23. On the same day, Ayatollah Khomeini announced that the fate. of the.hostages should be decided by the Iranian Parliament, 
	_. -... ---. .. ··,-· ·-· .. . . . .. . . ------·-··· 
	which was to be elected in March. His announcement,. which was not part of the agreed scenario, was the first indication that he had 
	-·-·•····•·---
	not fully approved the plan. Nevertheless, the Commission members began their work on the review of Iran's gr.ievances, ·receiving documents and hearing testimony assembled by the Iranian authorities. The scenario called for the ~ommission to visit each of the hostages and for the hostages subsequently to be transfe·rred to the authority of the Iranian Government. Again, the Ayatollah departed from the agreed scenario. Even after the militants had 
	••• . .········-· ··-······---·--·-···-•• ·-·· .•.• .. 
	grudgingly annou.ncE!c:1_. t:_hei.:c-. :-7illingness to yield control of the 
	..., -----···· -. -. --
	..... -·-• 
	hostages to the Revolutionary Council and·· the Council had issued a statement accepting that offer, the Ayatollah on Mar·ch 10 called 
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	on· the· .militants to -prevent the Commission from seeing the hostages
	-~•••-••h••• -• ••--•-•,. • • 
	until after it had completed its report and made it public, and 
	after the Iranian people had approved the Commission's findings.
	-•-------·--···············---·--·-··-·-------
	' 
	These_ were, of course, impossible conditions for the Commission.. 
	. . ... . .. . . . .
	--· ..... -..... • . ... . As the Commission was unable to complete its agreed mandate· 
	·: 
	by seeing· the hostages and obtai~ing their trpnsfer, it departed 
	-from Tehran on March 11, promising to return and to finish its
	/.rep~_i::_t__~hen__ ~_on_1itic:,ns were more appropriate for it to perform 
	I 
	:_. its full mandate. During the weeks that followed,· it was unclear 
	whether or how the Commission might resume its work and reactivate 
	·the scenario. 
	Meanwhile, in Panama, the Shah, who was scheduled for surgery 
	for the removal of his spleen, was becoming increasingly uneasy. 
	Panama had given Iran's lawyers until late March to make the case 
	for extradition of the Shah to Iran. The Shah, advised by his 
	doctors that he needed urgent medical treatmen~, and displeased 
	with a dispute between doctors in Panama, decided to reject the 
	urging of the United States that he remain in Panama and instead 
	accepted the longstanding offer of President Sadat to settle in 
	Egypt. He departed for Egypt on March 23, where a few days later 
	he underwent surgery. The decision to go to Egypt was the Shah's 
	own choice in consultation with his physicians. 
	The atmosphere in Tehran was further confused at this time 
	by the publication in the Iranian press of a fa~se letter allegedly 
	from President Carter to Ayatollah Khomeini. President Bani-Sadr 
	revealed to the Iranian public the content of two authentic letters 
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	delivered by the Swiss from the Onited States, urging-that the Iranian Government take cu_stody of the hostages from the militants as a step toward their final release. On March 31, we received word that the Revolutionary Counci_l.. was again attempting to deal with the hostage question. 
	On April 1, we learned that'President ~ani-S~~r had announced that the hostages would be transferred to government control if 
	-............ , ........ -····-. -·· ...... ········••••rn-...... -· ·-----
	• ----
	the Onited States would refrain from propaganda, provocation, or ----·-·-····-··-·--·-·claims against Iran...Swiss Ambassador Probst telephoned the 
	White House to deliver the news early in the morning of April 1. President Carter.· went on· television a short time -later to welcome _the announcement· and to say that we would again delay the· im
	position of sanctions· in light of this positive development. The assurances sought by Bani-Sadr were passed to him and accepted. as satisfactory. President Carter knew ·that there we;:e_ !19 .R:\-.!1~ing 
	··-·····-•·"" .....
	.····--··•·~-" -···•· 
	guarantees, but he sought to make S_llre _that..the Iranians under
	.--·-··--...... ·------·-----......... ··----.. . ••• . stood that we wanted our people protected and released under
	--· _____:.,_______,___________ ···-·-· --------..... -....... ·---· . 
	peaceful and honorable conditio_n_s. A few days later, a minority 
	---·---... -....... ·······-···--········-·---·-···--·-··. of the faction-ridden Revolutionary Council undercut Bani-Sadr 
	.... -... ____ , ........ ·----· ·-·--.. ---. -----.......... and prevented the transfer of the hostages.
	-. -. -··. \_ -···•·,._ _---•• -._ ··-----,....... ···-.. . -. ... -...... -.. 
	During this period, the Onited States had established 
	effective communications through intermediaries. with, responsible 
	Iranian officials and reached agreement with them on a basis for 
	ending the crisis. But it had been unable to reach the other, 
	more powerful political group, the religious leadership, which 
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	had blocked the agreed solution. The divisions within Iran 
	.. ·--··-··--···-··· -------· ·continued to frustrate a resolution of the problem.
	--------·--·--·------... -...... ··-. •••••• •• . . . 
	VI.I. The· Fourth Stage: Maximum Pressure and the Rescue Mission (April--May). 
	It became plain in e·arly April that the internal power 
	.struggle in _Iran was preventing an early end to the crisis. 
	The United. States had made· concerted efforts to resolve the 
	matter. through negotiations, which had failed because of the 
	absence of centralized authority within Iran. A contest for 
	control of the new Parliament stalled any constructive steps 
	by the Iranian leadership to ·resolve the problem. With pol
	•itical divisiveness growing within Iran, it was the judgment of the Administration that precise and very firm action had to be taken to end the crisis before the hostages were further endangered. 
	Accordingl¥f _e>n_?,:pi;:il . 7 __ th~ __P;:_~sident announced a series of actions against Iran which the United States had considered 
	--···----------··----------····--·--·-----·· -----.. . . . . . -. . . . ····-..... . in the past but withheld in the interest of obtaining a negotiated release of the hostages. First, the United States broke diplo~;tic re{~~ions with Iran and declared all Iranian diplomatic and consular personnel and military trainees persona non 
	grata, obliging them to leave the United States. 
	Second, the United States put. into effect official economic 
	sanctions in accordance with the provisions of the·resolution 
	vetoed in the UN Security Council on January 13. This provided 
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	I -35a legal barrier to the shipment of U.S. goods--with the exception of food and medicine--to Iran. Trade between the United States 
	-and Iran had already come _to a virtual halt because of. political uncertainties, the• pressure of public opinion, and the freezing 
	i,-• I
	.. '. 
	of Iran's as·sets. ,.. \,, 
	( ' 
	Third, the United ~;t,ate·s ordered a formal inventory of the 
	·1:1 assets of the Irariian Go~~~.~ment frozen by the November order and 
	1 
	of all claims against. Ira!),, .. with the purpose of designing a possible program for handi.i'ng:: the claims. 
	,;' \ ·, . ,, ., 
	Fourth,. all visas heid b Iranian citizens were invalidated.
	,,-Y The President directed that Ao new visas would be issued except 
	\11 
	for compelling and proven. humanitarian reasons or where· the u.s. 
	.. , I 
	national interest required. 'fhe u_nited States earlier had directed 
	I . -· . .. . . •• 
	I.
	that all Iranian applications for new visas·be subjected to a 
	: I
	I;,
	special security check to prevent potential terrorists from reach
	1 
	ing the United States, 
	On April 17, as a further indication of U.S. determination to demonstrate to Iran the cost of holding hostages, the President announced additional measures against Iran: 
	--All financial transfers to Iran were prohibited, with the _exception of those licensed by Treasury or those related to 
	gathering news~ 
	All imports from Iran to the United States were banned.. 
	American were prohibited from traveling to Iran, 
	with the exception of journalists and persons expressly authorized by the Secretaries of State and Treasury. 
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	In addition, the President mentioned other steps that might 
	be taken--including legislation for processing of,'claims against 
	Iran, prohibition of shipments of food and medicine, and inter
	ruption of Iran's access to international communications--if' 
	progress were-not made toward release of.the hostages. • 
	D1,1ring these weeks~ the President and his. advisors were also 
	considering the feasibility of a rescue mission. The possibility 
	of mounting a rescue mission had been explored from the outset of 
	the crisis, and planning and practice for a re.scue attempt were 
	placed in motion early in November 1979. The planners.faced a . difficult set of circumstances, including the rapidly changing 
	Iranian political scene, uncertainty about the captors' intentions 
	and their capabilities, the hostility of Iranians toward the United 
	States, and the harsh environment and distances .to be covered. 
	By the end of November, planning and operations had progressed 
	to the point that mission commanders had developed confiden·ce in 
	their ability to proceed with the rescue. The commanders recognized 
	that substantial additional practice was needed, and they conducted 
	training missions in the western United States throughout December. 
	sy·January, helicopters and other equipment had been transferred 
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	to ships in the area and final landing sites selected. In early February the mission commanders concluded they had the capability to mount a. successful ·rescue. There was a delay of several w~eks, however, because diplomatic activity still held a ser_ious prospect for obtaining the release of the· hostages. 
	By April, when that diplomatic activity seemed blocked, the commanders or the joint task force recommended April 24 as the day for the rescue. The President personally approved the plan on April 11.. 
	The mission began with 8 helicopters flying toward the staging point in the eastern desert.. Two helicopters were lost en route.. The failure of the third helicopter at the staging point necessi
	. . •• • • ··--··---·--·· ·-·· 
	tated a decision to terminate the mission. In the attempt eight i
	i airmen lost their lives and five· others were seriously injured.
	I., •••• ---·-----·--·--····· -• --• -·-·•·· .... .,. 
	The rescue miss ion· was· planned as a precise action in Tehran 
	to pick up the hostages, both in the Embassy compound and in the Foreign Ministry, and to remove them safely from Iran. No attack on the Iranian Government or on units not involved in holding the hostages was planned·. However, the Iranian Government reaction to the mission was to describe it as an effort to overthrow the revolutionary regime. 
	Diplomatic discussions concerning the release of the ho1:1tages 
	were naturally stalled in the immediate aftermath of the abortive 
	rescue mission. Tehran was again agitated by anti-U,S. demon
	strations. Considerable effort was required to secure the return 
	of the bodies of the eight deceased. servicemen to their families 
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	in the United States. Archbishop Hillarion Capucci, who had travelled to Iran· in February to ·visit -some of the hostages in the compound and again at Easter with American clergy, was helpful in arranging for the release of the bodies. 
	The reaction of the militants to the rescue mission was to 
	---·-··-···---------·······-·· --·--•• -·-. ···----. threaten the lives of the hostages, to transfer them to separate
	. 
	• ----· -
	locations···-rn Iran, and to interrupt the very limi_ted movement ··-·········-------•• ····--·--· --·------,. ----. .. . ---. ·
	of mail to the families. Previously,_ there had been some slight improvement in contacts with the hostages. There were TV films of the religious services at Eastern, and on April 14, for thefirst time, all of the hostages were visited by the Red Cross and:. aliowed to send br~ef messages to their families. After ·April, no outsiders were permitted to visit the hostages until Christmas. 
	From the beginning of the crisis, volunteers, including hostage family members, worked with the Iran Working Group to 
	maintain contacts with the widely scattered families of. the hostages and to keep them informed of developments to the maximum extent possible. In.April, the'family members formed the Family 
	,. ----.....~-·-:: .. . .--. ---· -· ..... ·-. . Liaison Action Group (FLAG), its first act sent a dele
	gatioil on April 22 to Europe to __ ~_~e_k_ the support_of Eu_ro:i;,ean 
	and the Secretary of State and helped -to organize meetings of hostage families throughout the United States. These efforts successfully emphasized the humanitarian interest in release of the hostages and provided important moral support to the-deeply 
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	concerned families around the country. Without question, the steadfast performa-nce of these troubled families during months 
	. ·-··---·----·------· ·---···--···----···. of intens·e emotional ·strain was magnificent. These famili~s 
	wer~ true heroes of the efforts to free-the hostages. On May· 24, 1980, the International Court ·of Justice ruled ,conclusively in the United States' favor. in i t_s case against Iran. The Court issued a final judgment unanimously confirming that 
	Iran's takeover of the Embassy and continued holding of hostages 
	were inadmissible in a civilized international order and could 
	not_ be justified -by past or current grievances,· real or imagined. 
	The Court noted that the holding of.the hostages "is unique and 
	. -·-·-··-··-· ·--·-y--· •·--·-·--·· ··--·--·--···....·---···-··--·-· •• ---·----··-----·--· ••••••• •••• -------·····-· .... 
	of particular gravity." I-t also unanimously decided that no 
	___________ ....................... ··-........... ·-------· -· .......______ ·-· hostage could be placed on trial or required to be a witness. 
	-----· . ,_,.,.__. ___ -·--·· .----··
	~--,_,__.,. .. ·-···. 
	By a majority of 12-3, the Court decided that Iran has an. 
	obligation to make repa-ration to the United· States for the injuries 
	suffered as a result of .the hostage seizure. The United States 
	---------·---·---·------------· -· .......... -.... 
	immediately called on the Iranians to comply with the Court's judgment and redoubled its efforts in the UN to ensure that all nations recognized the justice of its efforts to free the hostages. 
	Meanwhile, during April the United States had been-in touch 
	---. ... . . . .. . . --· ... ....... ----. .. .. . . . with the countries of the European Community and Japan about their 
	imposition of sanctions on Iran. Their sanctions were agreed to on May 17, and went into effect shortly thereafter. The measures varied in details between.countries, but their general effect was to make it increasingly difficult for Iran to purchase needed supplies from abroad. In addition, Iran's demand· for higher oil 
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	prices led its Japanese and western European customers to cease • purchases of.Iranian oil. This reduction-in oil sales and avail-· 
	aqle income dealt a significant· blow 'to the ·Iranian economy.
	. . .. . . . . 
	•. :t"he f_r~eze_ of _I~anian assets cont-~nued durit?-9 this period,. 
	~s --~-t. di_ci _t~rough~1:1t. t!le. ~ri_si_5.. I!.1_. !.i?P!~!l!.~!1:!;j.ijg__ :!;1.I!! f_r_e!ze, Treasury sought to maximize its impact on Iran by limiting
	ments of up to $500,000 out of blocked funds to ~mall u.s. 
	entities· whose existence might otherwise have been threatened 
	and to aut~~rize Iran _to bring· previously unblocked money _into 
	the United States to pay obligations to United States persons 
	and entities. In order to avoid hardships and the de·velopment of new irritants that could adversely affect the hostage issue, Treasury also alJ,owed Iran to bring _in new money to prov.ide for 
	the support of Iranian students here. The overall impact of the 
	freeze, however, was severely to curtail economi~ contact between 
	Iran and the United States. This caused significant problems for banks and businesses that had previously been active in Iran. 
	·rn the first month of the freeze, regulations were adopted permitting the filing of litigation against Iran_i and over 200 lawsuits were filed here and abroad; These suits generally asserted monetary claims against Iran or its entities and sought to attach various assets. The regulations allowed the lawsuits, but prohibited the entry of judgments affecting the frozen assets; 
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	and we urged judges to defer action on these lawsuits pend~ng 
	resolution of the hostage crisis. This position was not accepted 
	by all judges, and rulings have been· made by lower courts on issues in some of the lawsuits. The resolution of. these lawsuits 
	and the claims underlying them t:emain an issue bet·ween Iran and the United States. 
	VIII. The. Fifth Stage: The Buildup of Pressure and DiplomaticActivity (May--August). 
	At the end of_May the Administration conducted a comprehen
	. -···-. 
	sive___r~yJ_~w. ..o_f. _p_~s.t ~11_9-__:i;,_,:=,s~~bl_e new efforts to free the hostages·.. • The Iranians steadfastly maintained· that the new Parliament would 
	. . • • •• ·-· • •• . ••• --•. . -... -. .. .. . ....... -·-... ---·•·-·-· ---. . determine Iran's posit;ion.. O!?-_th~. qostage question.· The. -new Parliament 
	. ····-······~·· ...... •... --., .......... ·······-·------had riot yet been org_anized, nor had a Prime Minister and Cabinet been appointed to lead a. new governme~t. The political infighting in Iran foretold that such fundamental political decisions would be reach&d only with great difficulty. 
	In_ these circumstances the Pr._e~-~-~~-~~-_c:31:_cided that U.S. measures
	••• -----·---··•··-·------. 
	in the succeeding weeks should emphasize:
	.... -..... -.---. ..... ,, . . . .. .. . . . . •· . .. •, 
	---Assuring that the sanctions were strictly applied and allow
	••••• •••••••••••-••••••••••u-• 
	ing time for their effect to sink in and for the Iranians to perceive that it was increasingly in their interest to end the crisis. 
	I_ntensifying diplomatic activity a1:1d contacts by other 
	parties to explainto the Iraniansthe harshconsequencesfor Iran 
	.. ..... 
	and its..r:.evo_lut;i_oll_-of allowing the hostage crisis to c_ontintie, 
	. ----·-• --Playing down the public diplomacy _aspect of our crisis 
	-·-· ···--. --····-····--•··-----·-.. -management in order to give the Iranians time and a certain degree 
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	of calm to work out a reasonable ·way o_ut of the crisis. 
	This approach• was pursued throughout the summer, but especially in June, when there was a marked increase in the number of contacts with Iranian leaders and fo·reign diplomatic sources in Tehra_n . 
	. , 
	After the rescue mission Iranian spo_kesmen began again· to demand that. some or all of the hostages be placed on trial. We emphasized· in our diplomatic_ contacts and those of our intermediaries our total 
	opposition to any procedure that ·would endanger o.r. humiliate the hostages in violation of international law. Apparently in response 
	to this message, the threats of trial subsided. 
	In early June the Iranians convened an international ·conference to air evidence·of "U.p. complicity• with the Shah's regime and 
	. ----·· ---........ ·alleged efforts to bring down ·the revolutionary government. we··: •• 
	refused to validate passports for a group of Americans who wished 
	·----·------------·· -·-····--------·~-... -· --····-· ···--------.. •
	... --. .. --
	to travel to the conference on the ground that it was strictly a 
	------··------
	propaganda device, unlikely to make any progress.toward· a fair 
	resolution of the crisis. That judgment proved to be correct. 
	In June, European Socialis~ leaders in touch with the.United States sought to persuade the Iranian authorities to release the hostages. Messrs. Kreisky of Austria, Palme o_f _S_'ileden, and 
	.. -.... __! ••••• 
	Gonzales of Spain traveled to Iran to attempt t:o .. co11yiQce the 
	0 • H • 00 
	Iranians of the harm being done to their country by the contin
	.. ... --···· 
	uing crif!iS. Similar arguments were put to the Iranian Foreign Minister when he met with the Socialist International in Oslo. Throughout the summer, the atmosphere did slowly and haltingly improve, despite Iranian accusations in July of American backing 
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	•' 
	for a military coup. 'There were fewer and smaller mobs in front of the Embassy, and Iranian rhetoric.generally subsided. On July 11, 
	·------·-· -... hostage Richard Queen was suddenly released by the Iranian author
	··· ,,..._ -------·-·-_______ ..,_,____ .. ·-·-··-........----.. --· .. -... 
	. . ities for h.umanitarian reasons ... • Queen had been stricken by multip~e. 
	•• •n •"•••••• •<o • • , .. ••• •• •• .. • •• 
	sclerosis during his captivity itnd was .returned home to a heartfelt national welcome . 
	.On July 23, an Iranian who opposed the Khomeini regime was assas-sinated in Bethesda, and three_ Americans associated with Iranian revolutionaries in ·this cou.ntry were linked to -the attack. Several days-later, at the end of clashing pro-and anti-Khomeini demonstrations in Washington, about 2·00 +ranian students were arrested. Their refusal to cooperate. with the police and immigration· authorities led to scuffle:5 as they were arrested and to their. detention for about 10 days. Television and news repo
	. . . ' 
	.. 
	Iran and led to large demonstrations against the United St_ates.. That response ·quickly subsided, however, when ·the' students finally decided to cooperate with the authorities and were released. 
	On July 27 , ....t.be. Shah...died .in....Cai-ro--thus--removing entirely
	...... ·---·· --·· .---· the original stimulus that ..t:!'le...~.etz_ure of the Embassy.
	-·-.. -.. -.. -··· .. ----· -------· -·-·-.. . ... . "•·-•···•·... However, there was ,no change in the.lr.anian_,.. which.. had 
	. ----.. -·····-· .................,--~---,..·--·-······-· ---·---······ ••••••• shifted ~~~111-~~111-~~~~--~_c:,_;...~b.e. _re:tur.n . .9.f ,the...SJH!h. t,o a. generalized nattack on impe:r.ialism.. " 
	___..... ----At the end of t_~i.s _stag_e,___s.anct.ions-We.:c:e-Glearly hurting the 
	.. . . -. Iranian economy, which wa·s already weake_11e9. .PY. the revolutionary
	.. . . .... _. ·---..... --·. --. . ..... -·----·---···----~· --.. ---turmoil. President Bani-Sadr, an· economist, .a_cknowledged that SECRET 
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	the sanctions had added 25 percent-or--more-·to··· the· hi h rate of
	········ ... ····· .............. ···-· -···. •··••· ......••....•_g__ ...•••. ·inflation. Iran's industrial establishm':3!!.t.J,,'.~Fi-.9P-e.r_ia,_t;Jng _at .. less than 30 percent ·of normal. The continued freeze of.Iranian assets 
	....... ··········-·---··-····· .... -.-.... -· . --·····-..-···-· -(in excess of ~9-b.illion) and the virtual cutoff in Iran's oil in
	0 •••"••• ••••• ,, .. , 0 ••• ••••• ,,.H• ----------• 
	-• ••• . --.-. ·---·--·-·--··-·-·· . . ----. -.. -·-· _.. • . come were creating serious problems for Iran's banking and fiscal
	---· ......•____ ---........... ---·-······--···-.. .... ·: • . . .. • •.... -·-·· ··_sys_l:~l]!S.• Plainly, even to many hardline revolutionaries, _the __dis-advantages..to _Ira~ _o~ ..5:c:,nt:_~_:1ll~n~--_to hold th_e J1osta~~s were beg:_~!ming to-be apparent.
	... ....... 
	IX. The Sixth Stage: Intensified Diplomatic Exchanges (Mid-August-January). • 
	By mid-August, after month_~ of b~tter__ politic_al,___i:;truggle, the 
	'~--·-----·-· --------·······-·---·------. . ------------necessary Iranian political :;;tr~cture. for. d.eali11g w~_th the hostage
	•·•······ ------.. -·---· ...... crisis seemed to be in place. The Parliament had been organized and 
	•• •-••-••••••-••••••• •••-•••-•••-• ••••• ••••• h• •-••·• 
	Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani was named _President __or _Speaker. Mohamme< 
	0 •H O •· ••·-··• 0 ••-••••-•· •• 
	Ali Rajai was apJ;)rove~ as ~rime__~inist!"!_r_,· along with a majority of hiE Cabinet. There were expectations that the Parliament would soon turn its attention to the hostages. The United States decided that the moment was ripe for more ·di:i;~qj;___g.l\9...intJmi..ive. diplol!lacy. 
	. ... ···-......---·-···· ............ . The first of a sert~.S .of...p.e.r.soo.a.l . .J,.e.t.ters .. troll\ u. s_. officials to the new Ir~_rii,_a~. _leaders_ was sent__in August. In an initiative that" originated in the House of Representatives, 187 members signed 
	_, _______ -----------. . ·-
	a letter to Rafsanjani urging that the new Parliament give priority 
	.. --·· ····--····-~-·-·· ---·--·--------····--·· --·--· ···-• attention to the hostages. Speaker Rafsanjani's oral reply, while 
	-___ ----·-·-·· -----. ------···"'--~----··· critical of the Congressional approach, held out some prospect for further exchanges. Accordingly, a ·second Congressional letter signed by Congressmen Gilman and Hamilton was sent on September 15. 
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	Throughout the crisis, the Administration had_k_ep_t__the Con
	,. --·-······--. --·-·----------------. 
	gress fully_ informed of developments. The President, Secretary,
	-....... ----. ----···· -·· ·•··---·-···-··--·-----· . --.·. ______.., Deputy Secretary, and other officers met regularly with Senators 
	,.,••••••••••• ••• ·, •••• ""'•••• ••·· ••• -"•••••• ••••••••• "•• •-•n•• .. , •••• •• ,,., '' •• • •• 
	and Congressmen to share as·sessments ~f__ events. The Congress 
	...... ----· ·-···· ... ·-·' -···-----···---. ---------
	•clearly understood ·the difficulty and delicacy of the·complex situation· and was helpful and fully supportive of the efforts 
	' 
	pursued by the Executive Branch to gain freedom for the hostages. The long months of the hostage crisis showed how effectively Congress and the Executive Branch can cooperate to protect the national interest.
	On their own initiative, the f_~Ill~!_ies of th_e 1:1_ostages wrote 
	..... ----------__,.,_____________________ ·-··-to. Speaker Rafsanjani on September 13, urging that the Parl-iament 
	.. ----. _______.,,.........-----------.--------:· -----------·······--···· --·.. -. . . . 
	consider release of the hostages on humanitarian grounds and offering to meet with him for discussions. Like the Congression
	·--··------------------~-
	T.he S:cr:e_tai:;t' c,_f _S_!:_at;_~_ -~r;:2.t.~...1;9. ?r,i._1!1~__1'1_in_ti;_t;_~~ R_a_j_ a~ .. on August 31 and again on September 30. In addition, papers spelling 
	.... --· ······•·······-..... ··••"·•·····-·•·•·· .... \ out the U. s. __g_e.ne.i:::~l_. p.9_i;1J_!;JQ!1.. 9.A-.~~-. ~-~-s i,_c_ elements of a settle
	1 • ment along _:1:_e __ li~e~_ of the___Janua:_~-~i~~p~i~t paper were conveyed 
	\ to key Iranian leaders duri,l}g September. 
	. -·------···---~-·--·-·-·· ·-·---··--. In August and early September, it became evident that the political situation in Tehran was coalesce and lines of authority .were becoming clearer. Concurently, the view that holding the hostages was more of a liability 
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	than a benefit appeared to gain strength among the Iranian leader~ 
	ship. The early widespread support for holding the hostages was 
	outweighed by the very heavy price Iran ~as paying economi9.ally 
	i • •*··· ·--•····· --•··--·-• • ··--• 
	and in terms of internat:ional. isolation.. The judgment .that the 
	{ -·· ..... .. ... ••• -. ···-······--······-----
	revolution was mo;-_e endc1ngereq_J;l)._~!:l....helpe_9-__l?y _t:he hostage situa
	. ··-------
	tion seemed increasingly to be acce~~ed . 
	. . ······-.. ·-------····-. 
	On September ..12_ K~:>meini ~~a_t_e~ b_r~_~f~y in a _sE,e.~cl_,l___?_n a l~r_C]._e: _im_J?_j_e.c:t th~.. ~qr.icti,tJ9_ns_ t1:lc1t: t,he )?_gi;li_ament _s_hq_uld_ set for the release of the hostages. These were: 
	. . •........ ·--· ---------------· 
	return of frozen assets; 
	return of property 'taken illegally by ~he Shall_; 
	cancellation of financial claims against Iran; and 
	·•·· ------------------
	--·----------------·-· • ·•··--· ----·-··•·. 
	a pledge not to interfere in Iran's. internal__ .1!ffairs . 
	..-------. . 
	' • 
	Although broadly stated and not precisely defined, t,!:1ese__condi_t;lpns provided the structure for an_a_g_i:_e_e_ment.-An additional step was 
	-··-·····•··-·-·-·--··---·· -•. --·-·--•. ~-------·-·-~----------·---···•··---
	the establishment of a Commissic;m j,_11 tl).e _Parliament to recommend -to the Parliament the conditions for the hostages' release. 
	In private contacts in mid~September we were able to clarify
	. . .. .. ... . . -.·-. .. . . . .... 
	and explain i_:1 _gr_E!~te~ detail _our po_si ~ion on the various condi
	tions outlined by Khomeini. Further exchanges were envisioned .to 
	. ---..... -------
	try t~ expedite the process in Tehran to permit the hostages to 
	be returned as promptly as possible. However,-before further 
	. . 
	exchanges could be arranged, positive movement on the hostage 
	issue was sharply interrupted in late September by the Iraqi 
	• 
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	-military strike__against_Ira11_ and t:!:i~ __o~t_'?_reak ·of hostilities between .the twp .c.o.untr.ies... 
	. -.-----------·--· ·
	The Iraq-Iran ·conflict had two effects on the hostage 
	situation, one ·immediate and one more delayed. In the short 
	-........ ---·--·· ···-· ...ff ••, •• -,,.,, ,--· ... 
	term, the I_ranian __ leadersh_ip___shif-ted __its__attention· almost ex
	.. ···•--·-····--·--·--·· . ~--------------------·-··· -·-
	' . • 
	clusiv_ely to t_he_..!>'A.!::,.. and its interest in a resolution-of the 
	·-------····· --·--···· 
	i hostage situation was concomitantly reduced. However, as the 
	------------·----··
	i 
	war. continued, the costs of holding the hostages were starkly! 
	• / fel_:_by Iran. The combination of.diplomatic isolation, an 
	economy severely strained by sanctions, the draw-down of fin
	Although the hostilities had interrupted the momentum that was building on the hostage issue, we continued to press for release. We attempted to reinforce those in Tehran who were arguing that.the war-demonstrated Iran's need to resolve the 
	hostage crisis and end its international isolation. During
	------·-···-· 
	Oc_t_?_~<,!-~ --~~-s.ent ..a. number of indirec.t messages __to_ the__ I~_<3-n_i~n leadership, which stressed that a resolution·of the issue was to 
	. . . . 
	our mutual benefit and refined further the actions we would be
	···-•· ., ., '•. .. ' . willing to take in the context of a general settlement of the 
	. . ... " -··• ......... -. •·----·-·-··--.... ' ····--·---~---· . . ... 
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	hostage issue. With increasing frequency as the U.S. elections drew closer, Iranian leaders spoke in more positive terms of _ 
	····• .... ···--· .... ··-······-. ·-· -·-· ·---... -----
	release. 
	:E>rim~ Minister Raj ai visited New York o_n October 16-19. 
	•···•••••.. •·········-········-·········;· > 
	During the Prime Minister's effort to focus world attention on Iran's grievances in its conflict with Iraq, numerous inter-I locutors told him that Iran could not; expect support from the
	i -·----. . . ... . .. . • ( world communit;y__g_S....li:mg. _as .~t continued to hold the hostages.
	·-····-····-...... --· •••....,..... ··---':' ---· .. . . ·-Illustrating the importance to Iran of a prompt resolution of the hostage· crisis, the Parliament's Commission completed its work despite .the war with Iraq and reported to the -full Parliament 
	• ••-•-• •-•-••••-••--•-,,_., ~•-"•••-•n•--•••••~•• ••••-•••"•••• • ><• ••i •• • • • ••-••• • • ' • ' ••~••••••••• 
	during the last week of October. The Majlis (Parliament) held several closed sessions without reaching-a--decision. When a vote wa:s. scheduled for October 30, hard-line members-blocked the 
	session by preventing a quorum. Finally, on Novem.b.~r-i., . .the. __ .
	-.. ···--. ------. -----· .• Majlis adopted the Commission's recommendations elaborating i .............--· .... ---........."---· ........... '·Khomeini's conditions for releasing the hostages. 
	---"* ... --· " -------··-· ••• -······-.-··-........, .-. • • •• • -• • •• •••• •·· ··,··-••_; •• -·-•••• •· • • . 
	The Majlis Resolution demanded that the u.s.: pledge not to interfere in the affairs of Irani lift the freeze on Iranian assets and put all these assets at. the disposal of Irani cancel all economic and financial sanctions against 
	Iran, cancel all U.S. claims against Iran, and ·assume 
	financial responsibility for any claim_s made against Iran: 
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	return to Iran the assets of the Shah and his close relatives. In return, Ira~--~~~-~d __:_-=_lea~<:____t_~~--h_°.~_tages_ g.:.~dually as the 
	U.S. implemented t;he__sti.pul;'~t;_~g_ £2_ndit_i'?~S: __ If the U.S. did not meet Iranian demands, the hostages would be tried. 
	• .. --·-··-··-·--·-···--···-···-··--·------!::. 
	In a public statement that was conveyed to Iranian officials by the Swiss, the President termed the Majlis action of taking a position "a significant development" and_ a positive basis for moving toward an honorable and peaceful solution to the crisis. He said we would not be influenced by the impending U.S. elections in dealing with the issue and any action we took would be consistent with our vital national interests and national honor and in full accordance with our laws and Constituion. Deputy Secretary
	A Committee headed by Minister of State for Executive Affairs Nabavi was also established in the office of Prime Minister Rajai to deal with all aspects of the hostage crisis. In the initial stages, this group had little flexibility and saw its role as the strict implementation of the Majlis Resolutio"n as if it were a binding law.· Rajai designated Alge_ria as the sole cont;act for communications between Iran and the U.S. on the hostage issue. 
	... .. . . . 
	On November 3, Algerian Ambassador Malek delivered the official 
	--··---·---··· ---.. . • . •. 
	text of the Majlis Resolution t'?_ ,t_he___~tate __Department. 
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	Following the passa_ge of thEl Majlis Resolut.ion, the militant .. ··-·--
	captors met with Khomeini an9 .. t?..~.9 -~--~~ ..~~E!Y ~~shE!~-~-~ ~.u::ri__ .9;:'.er 
	. . custody of the hostages to the Government. Khomeini praised 
	. . •• . ·-·. ·----•. ·------. ----··-· -.. . 
	.:,_______ •·• 
	did not publicly acknowledge tha):_ it had definitely assumed 
	custody of all of the hostages_ until early January. 
	On November 10 Mr. Christopher and his team flew to Algiers to.deliver the U.S. response and to explain it in detail so that the Alger_ian representatives would be prepared to answer the questions of the authorities in Tehran. 
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	During this period we sought through the Swiss and Algerians to arrange foF pastoral visits at Christmas to th~ hostages. ·Al~ though at first our requests. were turned aside, ·on Christmas Eve the ·Pap?l Nuncio and three Iranian clergymen were allowed to visit the hostages and TV films were made. On Christmas day the Algerian Ambassador in Tehran was allowed to see each of the 52 hostages and to collect TV tapes, ph_otographs_ and messages for the families. These were the first contacts the hostages had ha
	On Decemb~r f$. Raj ai ma_de publ_ic ·\;he. · response and, 
	" ... -·· --· • in part, the U.S. position of December. 4, adding his own comments. 
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	To remov_e__ c111x. _co_n~1::1sion we _i;_eleased to the press on ·oecembe'r 29 
	... •-"· .. --··· 
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	this crisis _t~~--?..: -~-.:._h':.s
	Throughout remained__ fai thfu.l ..to 
	fundamental principles. we have obtained the safe release of -. 
	the hostages and we have preserved national honor _<ind !)1i_1;_i,.9Qal 
	. . -·· .. -· .-·--··-·--·-·--. 
	interests. We have not paid r_ansom; the moriey consigned to 
	... . . -.. ---.. Iran is its own property. we did not agree to the return of 
	the Shah's wealth, except insofar as U.S. courts upheld Iranian 
	-··· ····--·---· . _............ -----...... ---·····.. •• • •
	.--. ...... 
	claims to the proJ;)erty.• We have· agreed to block the t~ansfer of_ ~~y. propei;t_it:!_i; __l;>'?.:)..9!'.1.9.!.!lg__ ~o ~tie Sl"J.a_h 's estate t_hat may be located here while U.S. courts determine legal ownership. We 
	-......... -.... ·-····· ·-'"• . ..................... 
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	told_ Ir:1111_,_ as w_e 1-?OU,!.d_ ~_ny_ 9_th~r. COLllltry, that we would inform 
	---__., • ••---•H •••• 
	the U.S. courts of_ our position that claims by Iran.seeking :recovery of the Shah's assets are not legally barred here .bY sovereign immunity or by the act of state doctrine_. 
	·The··good offices of Algeria _during the final state of discussions was of crucial _i_mpo:rtance_. The Algerian intermediaries carried out their :responsibilities in a thoroughly • professional and fair manner. The Governments of Algeria and of.our protecting power, Switzerland, whose diplomats worked tirelessly throughout the crisis, have made a ma-jo:r and vital contribution to the settlement ·of this crisis. 
	x. The Future (Contingent on ultimate successful outcome) The United States retains an interest in the preservation 
	j 
	'of Iran's te_:r:ritorial integ:rity and in the. development of insti
	~-------,.. -·-· ---
	jtutions in Iran that will permit stable government by leaders 
	l .. .. . . .. . .... -
	, chosen by the Iranian people. There is no other route to political stability in post-revolution Iran. We want to see an Iran that is independent·and strong and able to enjoy respect· among the nations of the world through adherence to standards of international law and accepted conduct between nations. 
	At the same time, we realize that many Iranians believe they have serious grievances against the United States, just as many Americans believe they have been seriously wronged by Iran. The bitterness that exists on both sides will !equire much time to heal_. But both countries share important mutual interests. Both want to see Iran preserve its integrity and avoid the fate 
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	of Afghanistan. The people of both Iran and the United States want to see Iran develop the free and effective political 
	and economic institutions that will enable the country .to realize its vast potential. 




